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The Estimates of the Government of Canada are structured in several parts. Beginning 
with an overview of total government spending in Part I, the documents become increasingly
more specific. Part II outlines spending according to departments, agencies and programs and
contains the proposed wording of the conditions governing spending which Parliament will be
asked to approve. 

The Report on Plans and Prioritiesprovides additional detail on each department and its
programs primarily in terms of more strategically oriented planning and results information
with a focus on outcomes.  

The Departmental Performance Reportprovides a focus on results-based accountability
by reporting on accomplishments achieved against the performance expectations and results
commitments as set out in the spring Report on Plans and Priorities.



Foreword

On April 24, 1997, the House of Commons passed a motion dividing on a pilot basis what was
known as the annual Part III of the Estimates document for each department or agency into two
documents, a Report on Plans and Priorities and a Departmental Performance Report.

This initiative is intended to fulfil the government’s commitments to improve the expenditure
management information provided to Parliament. This involves sharpening the focus on results,
increasing the transparency of information and modernizing its preparation.

This year, the Fall Performance Package is comprised of 80 Departmental Performance Reports
and the government’s “Managing For Results” report.

This Departmental Performance Report, covering the period ending March 31, 1998, provides a
focus on results-based accountability by reporting on accomplishments achieved against the
performance expectations and results commitments as set out in the department’s Part III of the
Main Estimates or pilot Report on Plans and Priorities for 1997-98. The key result commitments
for all departments and agencies are also included in Managing for Results.

Results-based management emphasizes specifying expected program results, developing
meaningful indicators to demonstrate performance, perfecting the capacity to generate
information and reporting on achievements in a balanced manner. Accounting and managing for
results involve sustained work across government

The government continues to refine and develop both managing for and reporting of results. The
refinement comes from acquired experience as users make their information needs more precisely
known. The performance reports and their use will continue to be monitored to make sure that
they respond to Parliament’s ongoing and evolving needs.

This report is accessible electronically from the Treasury Board Secretariat Internet site:
http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/tb/key.html

Comments or questions can be directed to the TBS Internet site or to:

Planning, Performance and Reporting Sector
Treasury Board Secretariat
L’Esplanade Laurier
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K1A OR5
Tel: (613) 957-7042
Fax (613) 957-7044
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 Figure 1: Chart of Key Results Commitments for 1997/98  1

 

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 
is committed to - 

- providing - as demonstrated by: achievements 
  Canadians with: reported on - 

protection against %% improved police responses to organized crime pages 19-22  
organized crime %% a reduction in economic incentives for crime pages 22-24   

%% a contribution to increases in tax revenues pages 25-27  
%% a contribution to reducing transborder crime pages 27-28  
%% a contribution to declines in the supply of and pages 29-31 

demand for illicit drugs
%% a contribution to reducing economic crime pages 32-33   
%% enhanced quality of criminal intelligence pages 34-35  
%% effectiveness of other federal police services pages 35-37   

2

policing services to %% a contribution to declines in overall crime and pages 40-43 
support safe property crime
homes and safe %% a contribution to increased road safety pages 43-45
communities %% the level of public complaints found justified pages 45-46    

%% satisfaction levels of clients and partners pages 46-47    

3

    

protection from %% a contribution to declines in violent crime and pages 47-50  
violent crime and youth crime        
youth crime %% a contribution to people’s increased sense of pages 50-51    

safety     

alternatives to the %% policing approaches that are responsive to the pages 51-52  
traditional criminal needs and culture of aboriginal communities
justice system for (including arrangements for policing services in
aboriginal peoples the new Nunavut Territory)

law enforcement %% enhanced client access to advanced DNA pages 54- 56   
investigative tools analysis, criminal history, fingerprint and
and firearms records
information %% effective and timely sharing of criminal pages 56-57

intelligence
%% enhanced advanced training, research and pages 57-58

library information services

civilian police for %% timely and cost-effective provision of civilian pages 60-62 
peacekeeping police personnel for peacekeeping missions
missions %% satisfaction of the appropriate international page   62   

authority for peacekeeping and other missions
%% enhancement of Canada’s international pages 62-63   

reputation

4
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1. See commitments made in the RCMP Plans and Priorities Report for 1997/98 at pages 13, 20-21, 28-29, 35.

2. See also Federal Drug Enforcement - Mandate Review, discussed on page 31, and Review of Canada’s Drug
Strategy, discussed on page 31. 

3. See also the Mid-term Review of National Strategy on Community Safety and Crime Prevention, discussed on
page 41.

4. See also the Review of RCMP Participation in UN Missions, discussed on page 61.  

Notes for Figure 1:
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Minister’s Message 

I am pleased to submit to Parliament the 1997/98 Performance Report for the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police.

This year commemorates 125 years of service to Canadians by the
RCMP.  While this is a significant historical accomplishment in itself,
we are also proud of our national police service for its outstanding
performance over this time.  This is why the RCMP is one of the
internationally recognized national symbols of Canada and an integral
part of Canadian culture, contributing to our national identity and to
the social cohesion of Canada. 

But beyond the symbols and even some stirring tales, the RCMP
performs a diverse and complex range of roles on behalf of Canadians.
In its federal policing role, the RCMP provides a federal presence in
every part of Canada. In its contract policing role, the RCMP is a key
player in furthering the Government’s Safe Homes, Safe Streets agenda
at the community level.  In yet another role, the RCMP provides the
vital information and other services that assist law enforcement
agencies across Canada.  Finally, by leading the Government’s civilian police contribution to
peacekeeping missions, the RCMP has enhanced its own reputation and that of Canada in the
international community.

While the long-term results of these various responsibilities are often difficult to attribute to a
single organization, the RCMP is a key player in the portfolio of the Ministry of the Solicitor
General of Canada in the pursuit of my own priorities of combatting organized crime, ensuring
effective corrections and engaging citizens.  It is also a partner in the broader justice, health and
other portfolios of  the federal government.  I am fully aware that the results achieved could not
be accomplished without the contribution of many dedicated individuals within the RCMP whose
professionalism and personal commitment continue to make our communities safer places to live.

The Honourable Andy Scott, P.C., M.P.
Solicitor General of Canada
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Commissioner’s Introduction

Since its creation in 1873 as the North West Mounted Police, the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police has strived to provide Canadians with a high
standard of  policing services wherever they may be required.  In
delivering multifaceted policing services at the national, provincial,
territorial and municipal levels across Canada, the RCMP is unique in
the world.     At the same time, the RCMP is the world’s most recognized
police service, as a symbol of integrity and professionalism.  Proud of
our 125 years of serving Canadians and confident about our future, we
will continue striving to demonstrate to Canadians the value they
receive for their tax dollars.  I believe our performance during 1997/98
shows that we have, once again, met that challenge.

To meet this challenge, we have ensured that our priorities reflect the
broad direction of Government as expressed in the 1997 Speech from the Throne.  We have
provided strong support for the Solicitor General of Canada in the pursuit of his priorities,
especially in combatting organized crime and engaging citizens.  And we have sought to engage
our own management with the principles of  modern comptrollership with a view to “managing
for results.”

In demonstrating the value of our performance over the past year, we continue to strive for
improved ways of reporting our results.  In this report we take the same problem solving approach
that we apply to our policing activities, from management through to the front-line of service
delivery.  In reflecting the philosophy of community policing, we identify problems in partnership
with the communities we serve, propose strategies for addressing these problems, describe the
resources it takes to implement the strategies, summarize the resulting activities, assess the impact
these activities have on the problem and, finally, examine how we can improve our performance
next year.  I believe that this approach will not only be more clear and meaningful, but it will help
engage Canadians and our other partners in addressing the shared objective of safer homes and
safer communities across Canada.

While we have made significant accomplishments over the past year, and crime overall appears
to be declining for a variety of reasons, we all recognize the harm done to our quality of life by
organized crime, by violence against the vulnerable among us, and by many other types of crime.
But we can never accept any level of crime as just another fact of life.   For this reason, the
RCMP continues to explore ways of improving the safety of Canadians and, in doing so,
continues to merit the high level of confidence that Canadians place in their national police
service.

J.P.R. Murray
Commissioner
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Section II:  

Overview of the RCMP 
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 Our Mission: The Royal Canadian Mounted Police is
Canada’s national police service.  Proud of our
traditions and confident in meeting future challenges,
we commit to preserve the peace, uphold the law, and
provide quality service in partnership with our
communities.

           
Core Values: Recognizing the dedication of all employees, we will create and
maintain an environment of individual safety, well-being and development.  
We are guided by:  Integrity; Honesty; Professionalism; Compassion; Respect; and
Accountability.

Our Vision is to:
   % Be a progressive, proactive and innovative organization.
   % Provide the highest quality service through dynamic leadership, education,

and technology in partnership with the diverse communities we serve.
   % Be accountable and efficient through shared decision-making.
   % Ensure a healthy work environment and encourage team building, open

communication and mutual respect.
   % Promote safe communities.
   % Demonstrate leadership in the pursuit of excellence.

         (Royal Canadian Mounted Police Mission, Vision and Values Statement)

Mandate, Mission and Vision 

As Canada’s national police service, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police enforces federal laws
across the nation, acts as the provincial police force in all provinces except Ontario and Quebec,
is the territorial police in the Yukon and Northwest Territories, and serves as the local police force
for about 200 municipalities. In discharging these responsibilities we respect our motto:  Maintiens
le Droit.

 

The mandate of the RCMP is based on the authority and responsibilities assigned by the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police Act; namely, that “there shall continue to be a police force for Canada,
which shall consist of officers and other members and be known as the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police” (Section 3) whose duties are to enforce laws, prevent crime and maintain peace, order and
security (s.18). The authority and accountability for executing the requirements of the RCMP Act
rests with the Commissioner who, under the direction of the Solicitor General of Canada,
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Figure 2: Plannin g, Reportin g and Accountabilit y Cycle

“has the control and management of the Force and all matters connected therewith.” (s. 5(1)).
The Solicitor General of Canada is answerable before Parliament for the RCMP as it is an agency
within the portfolio of the Ministry of the Solicitor General of Canada.

The relationship between our mandate, mission, core values, vision, objectives, and other elements
of our accountability and reporting cycle are shown in Figure 2.

Strate gic Direction

The operating environment  presents complex challenges to public safety.  However, the RCMP
will continue to serve its many communities by effectively meeting these challenges, thereby
contributing to the national unity and social cohesion of Canada.  We will do so by continuing
to ensure we are a world-class police organization that has the appropriate capacity (financial,
technological and skill based), by enhancing the seamless delivery of services through our
Business Lines, by maximizing the incremental value derived from this integration of federal,
contract and national police services, and by providing a multi-jurisdictional approach that is
made possible by our national infrastructure.  These arrangements allow us to fulfill the federal
mandate of the RCMP and to advance the federal government’s public safety commitments and
related social policy and law enforcement priorities. To this end, combatting organized crime
will receive particular emphasis in the coming years by targeting major criminal organizations,
including using major joint force operations with our partners.  This emphasis will be balanced
with our overarching responsibilities in support of safe homes and safe streets at the local level.
Accordingly, the four external business lines are affirmed as comprising our core business within
the constitutional framework of Canada and the current priorities of the Government.
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1

The 16 priorities identified in the 1997/98 Plans and Priorities Report have since been rationalized to six core priorities
and we also now do not report on those referring to internal activities.  A separate statement, which describes and
explains these changes, is available on request from the contact identified in Section VI.
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Operating Environment

Objectives 

The primary objective of the RCMP is to contribute to safe homes and safe communities across
Canada. This objective, which reflects both its mandate and mission and which sets the direction
for our strategic priorities, strongly supports the Government’s Safe Homes/Safe Streets agenda.

Secondary objectives include: to help foster a sense of safety and security; to respond to the
needs of crime victims; and to promote crime prevention and alternatives to the criminal justice
system. 

Strategic Priorities

RCMP activities are guided by six strategic priorities  against which our performance is reported1

later on in this report.  As can be seen from Figure 3, these priorities are aligned with those of the
Solicitor General’s public safety priorities which focus on combatting organized crime,
ensuring effective corrections and engaging citizens.  As well, our priorities reflect those
Government-wide policy issues that we share with our federal government partners as
“horizontal” initiatives that were articulated in the September 1997 Speech from the Throne,
especially that of “Building Safer Communities.”

While our six priorities are addressed through five business lines (as shown in Figure 3), 
implementing each priority usually involves more than one of the business lines.  This makes them
interdependent at the operational level, reflecting the complex nature of everyday policing.
However, services to aboriginal peoples,  maintaining order, preventing or reducing violent crime
and youth crime are largely met through the provision of contract policing services, while
transnational organized crime engages both federal and contract policing services.  National
Police Services supports all business lines by providing vital operational support to the RCMP
and to other Canadian law enforcement agencies.  As well, the strategic priorities are addressed
with our co-delivery partners consisting of federal, provincial and territorial government
departments and agencies, other law enforcement agencies, as well as communities, local groups
and organizations.  Further, we work in partnership with Canadians in general, who are entitled
to our services as citizens while, at the same time, they fulfill their own responsibilities as
Canadians.
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Figure 3: Government, Ministry and RCMP Strategic Priorities with Business Lines and Partners

GOVERNMENT’S 1997 SPEECH SOLICITOR GENERAL’S PUBLIC RCMP STRATEGIC BUSINESS LINES -     KEY PARTNERS IN 
FROM THE THRONE SAFETY PRIORITIES  - PRIORITIES - to provide     SERVICE DELIVERY-
PRIORITIES  - Canadians with....1

2

Building A Stronger Canada Protection against POLICING Canada,  Revenue Canada, Human

Investing in Children governments,  Canadian law

Investing in Quality Care and
Good Health

Building Safer Communities

Creating Opportunity for
 Young Canadians

Investing in Knowledge and
Creativity

Expanding Opportunities in
 Aboriginal Communities

Looking Outward
Celebrating the Millennium

Combatting Organized Crime of National Defence, provincial

Ensuring Effective Corrections

Engaging Citizens

organized crime SERVICES Resources Development Canada, Dept.

FEDERAL  Solicitor General Canada, Justice3 

enforcement agencies

Policing services to support Solicitor General  Canada, Justice
safe homes and safe Canada, Revenue Canada
communities Human Resources Development Canada,

Protection from violent POLICING Canadian law enforcement agencies, 
crime and youth crime SERVICES Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development,
Alternatives to the
traditional criminal justice
system for aboriginal
peoples

CONTRACT provincial governments,

Law enforcement NATIONAL Solicitor General Canada,
investigative tools and POLICE Canadian law enforcement agencies,
information SERVICES provincial governments

Civilian police for PEACEKEEPING Solicitor General Canada, Dept. of
peacekeeping SERVICES Foreign Affairs and International Trade,
missions Canadian International Development

Agency, Dept. of National Defence, 
Canadian police forces

1. “Building Safer Communities” applies in particular to the Ministry portfolio, although others are also relevant.
2. The Minister’s three priorities apply, to a greater or lesser extent, to all the RCMP’s six strategic priorities and to each of the four external business lines. 
3. The Ministry of the Solicitor General of Canada is comprised of the Department of the Solicitor General  and four main agencies, including the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Canadian Security

Intelligence Service, Correctional Service Canada, and the National Parole Board.
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Also see also the Ministry of the Solicitor General of Canada’s environmental scan, entitled Overview of  the2

Portfolio Environment for 1998.
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Challen ges

External pressures on the RCMP during 1997/98 included the following environmental factors,
as described further in our 1998 environmental scan document:2

�  Fiscal restraint
�  Increasing public demands for policing services
�  Heightened public concern with violent crime and youth crime
�  Growth of organized crime, especially transnational organized crime
�  Rapid technological change
�  Aboriginal justice matters, especially for aboriginal youth

Internal change management and stewardship challenges also had an impact on  the delivery
of RCMP services across all business lines and are, therefore, essential to understanding our
performance.  During 1997/98 these challenges included the following:

� Alignment through Portfolio Management: Government-wide encouragement of
“horizontal” or cross-department linkages continued to strengthen partnerships among
the Ministry portfolio as well as across the broader Justice Canada - Solicitor General
portfolio, including portfolio planning, environmental scanning, and communications.

� Planning Alignment: We have also aligned our strategic planning cycle with that of
Government and made progress with integrating our internal financial, human resources
and strategic planning functions.

� Financial Resources Issues: Fiscal restraint was the most significant internal challenge
during 1997/98, including an over-expenditure of $5.6 million. Corrective action is
underway and will be reported in the 1998/99 Performance Report, including the
outcome of a review by the Comptroller General. The implementation of Program
Review II reductions were on target during 1997/98. 

� Human Resources Issues: The feasibility of the RCMP becoming a separate employer
was explored during 1997/98 but, following consultations with employees and key
stakeholders, it was decided not to pursue this option further.  The  Pay Council’s report
was delivered to the Commissioner and became the basis for discussions with Treasury
Board on RCMP pay increases. 
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� Streamlining of Business Lines:  The review of  National Police Services that was
initiated with the Department of the Solicitor General to develop options for governance
to improve client service, identify emerging needs, and seek opportunities for cost-
sharing partnerships is continuing following national consultations.

� Quality Service Initiative: The RCMP continued to implement quality service delivery
through community policing as the application to policing of the Government’s quality
service initiative in support of the principle of citizen-centred service delivery. 

� Service Standards: With service standards in place since 1995, managers have been
encouraged to incorporate these standards in the delivery of services.  Client surveys
show the RCMP has been providing quality policing services at or above the standards.
Provincial governments who contract RCMP services have reported they are pleased with
the quality of service which they have received.

� Regionalization: The restructuring of federal and contract policing operations through
their regionalization into four geographic regions in April, 1997,  has had a far-reaching
impact upon management services and has achieved a better balance in addressing and
reporting on national and regional priorities.

� Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR): Designed to resolve conflict within the RCMP in
a fair, flexible, fast and friendly manner, ADR is now being implemented. 

� Alternative Service Delivery (ASD): A review is underway to identify possible ASD
candidates (e.g., the training facility in Regina.) and to develop recommendations.

� Technology: The rusting out and rapid obsolescence of existing information technologies
and their infrastructure is a continuing challenge and financial burden for the RCMP.

� Year 2000 Project: With one of  29 Government-wide “mission critical” systems, the
RCMP has declared the Year 2000 as its highest information technology priority.  As at
August 21, 1998, 52 per cent of these systems were in compliance with government
standards; we have an overall readiness rating of 79 per cent and contingency planning
in progress.

Organization of the RCMP
The Commissioner reports to and is accountable to the Solicitor General of Canada for the
control and management of the RCMP and for all related matters.
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Figure 4: Structure of Business and Service Lines

Business Line Descriptions 

The RCMP has four service delivery business lines and an internal business line  (see Figures
3 and 4),  with each being comprised of a number of service lines.  While the performance
expectations and accomplishments of  these business lines are described in this report, the
performance of the internal business line is not covered because, while it supports the four
external business lines (through corporate management, human resources management, public
affairs and ethics advisor functions), it does not provide services directly to Canadians.
Similarly, our invaluable technical operations, informatics and information technology functions
are not reported here.
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� Federal Policing Services provide policing, law enforcement, investigative and protective
services to the federal government, its departments and agencies and to Canadians.  Nine
service lines or programs fall within this business line: Customs and Excise; Drug
Enforcement; Immigration and Federal Policing; Proceeds of Crime; Economic Crime;
Criminal Intelligence; International Liaison; Protective Operations programs; and a general
policing service line which includes support services such as Technical Operations.  Federal
services are delivered through the division structure in all provinces and territories.

� Contract Policing Services are provided on a cost-sharing basis to the two territories and
eight provinces (except Ontario and Quebec) under 20-year agreements between the federal
government and provincial, territorial and municipal governments.  Organized into a division
for each contract jurisdiction, services are delivered at the detachment or local level.  The
contracting of police services also extends to approximately 200 municipalities and, under
66 individual agreements, to 159 First Nations communities.  Community policing services
(i.e., crime prevention, order maintenance, traffic enforcement, Criminal Code enforcement
and emergency services) are provided to the contract provinces and territories as well as
federal policing services.  

� National Police Services provide vital operational support services for Canadian law
enforcement agencies through a number of service lines: the Canadian Police College;
Criminal Intelligence Services Canada; Forensic Laboratory Services; and Information and
Identification Services.  Their services include computerized criminal histories and
fingerprints, forensic analysis, advanced training, violent crime analysis, criminal
intelligence, and firearms records, all of which are shared across the criminal justice system
with over 400 police and government agencies as well as selected international law
enforcement agencies.

� Peacekeeping Services provide civilian police peacekeeping assistance, training and related
international police services to a number of countries experiencing internal conflict, in
accordance with Canada’s foreign policy and usually under a United Nations mandate.

Organization of Service Deliver y

Our two largest business lines  - Federal Policing and Contract Policing  -  are delivered to
Canadians under a regionalized structure through the single-window of local detachments and
divisions within four regions.  The remaining two business lines  - National Police Services and
Peacekeeping  -  are delivered nationally and internationally.  Under these arrangements, the
Commissioner is supported by four regional deputy commissioners (Atlantic, Central, Pacific
and North West) and one at National Headquarters (see Figure 5).  There is a division in each
province or territory and for the National Capital Region, for a total of 13 divisions.  Each has
a commanding officer, as does the training facilities in Regina, and there are 15 directors at
National Headquarters.  Federal and contract policing services are delivered in about 760
locations across Canada (with Ontario and Quebec receiving only federal services).  
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Because of our single-window service delivery arrangements for the delivery of both federal and
contract policing services in ten of Canada’s provinces and territories where the federal government
has policing agreements, the divisional commanding officers are also accountable to the government
in their respective contract jurisdictions for these agreements.

Figure 5: Service Deliver y by Regional Structure: 3
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Section III: 

RCMP Performance 
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This list elaborates on those contained in Figure 1.  As well, during the evolution of the Improved Reporting to4

Parliament Project, a number of changes in reporting formats may have contributed to some differences between the
various reports.  Consequently the strategic priorities and key results commitments shown in Figures 1 and 6 reflect
improvements during the transition from the 1997/98 Report on Plans and Priorities, made public in Spring, 1997,
and the current report which also reflects improvements made in the RCMP’s 1996/97 Department Performance
Report,  made public in October, 1997.  A separate statement which describes and explains these changes is available
on request from the contact identified in Section V.
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Performance Expectations & Key Results Commitments

The performance expectations for 1997/98, summarized in Figure 1, are presented in detail in
Figure 6 (below).   Organized by our six strategic priorities, each of these expectations, and their
related performance indicator, is subsequently identified (see the shaded boxes, beginning on page
22), followed by  a description of our accomplishments against the expected results.  Statistical
charts, success stories and some best practices (i.e., ways of doing our work which regularly
produce good results) are also provided to highlight some of the major accomplishments of our
“performance story.”

 
Figure 6: Key Results Commitments for 1997/98 4

To provide - as demonstrated by the following Key Results Commitments - reported   
Canadians with: made in the 1997/98 Plans and Priorities Report: below on:

protection against 1.1 a reduction in the economic incentive for enterprise crime pages 22-24
organized crime 1.2 a contribution to increases in tax revenues pages 25-27

1.3 a contribution to reducing opportunities for transborder crime pages 27-28
1.4 a contribution to a decline in the supply of and demand for

illicit drugs pages 29-31
1.5 a contribution to a reduction in economic crime
1.6 enhanced quality of criminal intelligence and information pages 32-33
1.7 effective protection and security for Canadian and foreign pages 34-35

dignitaries pages 35-36
1.8 effective international liaison and overseas activities 

pages 36-37
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i.e., “general” police services  reflecting a community policing approach are provided within those jurisdictions with5

whom the federal government has an agreement.
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policing services to 2.1 a contribution to a downward trend in the level of overall pages 40-42 
support safe homes crime
and safe 2.2 a contribution to a downward trend in the level of property pages 42-43 
communities crime5

2.3 a contribution to increased road safety pages 43-45
2.4 a reduction in the level of public complaints found justified pages 45-46

against RCMP employees
2.5 increased satisfaction levels of clients and partners with pages 46-47

RCMP services

protection from 2.6 a contribution to a downward trend in the level of violent pages 47-48
violent crime and crime
youth crime 2.7 a contribution to a downward trend in the level of youth crime pages 49-50

2.8 a contribution to people’s increased sense of safety
pages 50-51

alternatives to the 2.9 policing approaches that are responsive to the needs and pages 51-52
traditional criminal culture of aboriginal communities (including arrangements
justice system for for policing services in the new Nunavut Territory)
aboriginal peoples

law enforcement 3.1 nation-wide coverage for the RCMP’s enhanced DNA pages 54-55
investigative tools analysis reporting service
and 3.2 enhanced client access to the RCMP’s criminal history, pages 55-56
information fingerprint and firearms records

3.3 effective and timely sharing of high quality criminal pages 56-57
 intelligence on organized crime

3.4 enhanced advanced training, research and library information pages 57-58
services

civilian police for 4.1 timely and cost-effective provision of civilian police pages 60-62
peacekeeping personnel for peacekeeping missions, in fulfilment of
missions Canada’s international commitments

4.2 satisfaction of the international authority for civilian page  62
peacekeeping and other missions to whom the RCMP is
accountable pages 62-63

4.3 enhancement of Canada’s international reputation
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Performance Accomplishments

Interpreting Performance Accomplishments

In addition to assessing RCMP accomplishments against commitments made over a year and a
half ago in the 1997/98 Report on Plans and Priorities, our performance should be interpreted
generally in terms of the contributions made to various desired outcomes in partnership with
others. This is because public safety in our homes and communities, as part of our quality of life,
is shaped by a whole range of different factors and not just by crime.  For example, an aging
Canadian society places proportionately fewer youth at risk of coming into conflict with the law
but the destabilizing of the traditional family weakens the transmission of positive values and
increases the likelihood of youths being involved with the police.  Economic conditions, including
levels of affluence and employment, also attract some people into criminal activity. Our
increasingly global economy pulls Canada under the influence of transnational organized crime
while our porous borders provide opportunities for smuggling.  As a result, crime is only one
symptom of  broader public health and safety and many of the solutions for reducing and
preventing crime are found outside the traditional criminal justice system.

Because we look to broader society for these solutions, the police do their work in partnership
with Canadians in their communities, in their homes and streets, in their work and in their
recreation.  Police also work with other federal departments and agencies, other levels of
government, the private sector, and non-government and community organizations.
Consequently, there are few commitments for which the RCMP is solely responsible and can take
sole credit for the results. Yet within this broad context, the police perform a key role as the
“gatekeepers” for the criminal justice system with which people have their first contact, as
victims, witnesses or offenders.  If police are equal partners for the strategy of reducing some
people’s motivations to engage in criminal behaviour, then they have the lead role for controlling
crime through law enforcement and are a key partner for the strategy of reducing opportunities
for crime.  Not only do we contribute important strategies to control and prevent crime but, as
Canada’s national police service, we deliver some very key strategies that facilitate safer homes
and safer communities for all Canadians. These strategies are reported below.

Our  achievements must  also be considered within the context of a number of trends.  First,
public demand for traditional, reactive policing services is growing, despite declining crime rates.
Second, public demand for new services is also growing in response to new and more complex
types of crime, such as Internet-based crime.  Third, governments are asking police to assume
broader responsibilities.  Finally, while continuing government fiscal restraint results in
efficiencies, it also creates  challenges to fund emerging priorities, such as information 
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technologies  (e.g., investigative and forensic) that make law enforcement even more efficient
and effective. 

Because performance accomplishments for RCMP strategic priorities are shared with others
across the criminal justice system, the federal government, other levels of government, and other
police forces, it is not always possible to attribute to any one of the service delivery partners the
precise role they played in reducing crime and victimization at a national level.  As a result, both
successes and shortcomings are shared, as is accountability for the results.  Further, it is difficult
to establish annual performance targets for each partner.  Success for each can therefore be best
judged in terms of broad directions for multi-year statistical trends.  Yet, even then,  increases or
decreases in trends may not necessarily reflect the true nature of law enforcement performance.
For example, an increase in crime rates can result from increased reporting to the police when
people see the police as a good way of solving their crime problem and make a formal report
rather than doing nothing or going elsewhere.  On the other hand, we can never really ignore
some of the traditional statistics and measures of police performance, including crime rates (the
number of crimes per 100,000 population, which allows us to compare results in  jurisdictions of
different sizes) and clearance rates (the percentage of solved to unsolved crimes).  While there
are some problems in using these indicators (see last year’s Performance Report, at pages 12 and
26), we should still use them because of public and media interest.  With these lessons learned
from previous performance reports, we complement the statistical trends information (presented
in numbers and charts) of our performance story with qualitative information, including examples
of success stories and of  those best practices which consistently produce good results or
successes.  In describing both our successes and where we did not live up to our expectations,
we are able to tell a more balanced story and increase the awareness of the complexities of our
work.

Yet in bringing our performance story to the public, we have many challenges to overcome. First,
we are working towards building a better bridge between these quantitative and qualitative views
on our performance, by getting a sense of how representative the best practices are of all
practices.  Second, we are seeking to improve our understanding of the broader and longer-term
impacts of our work through such performance information as client satisfaction, victimization
and public fear of being victimized, even though these are generally very expensive to obtain.
Finally, we are exploring ways of making our performance more meaningful by improving how
we compare our results against those of comparable police organizations. While we are
continuously improving our performance information, until we can meet these challenges we will
follow widespread police data-gathering and past reporting practices by providing most of the
statistics by calendar year (i.e., for the 1997 calendar year rather than for the 1997/98 fiscal year)
and, where possible, in the context of trends over a five-year period.  
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For an explanation of  the terms used in the Resource Inputs box, please see the introductory note to the Financial Tables6

in Section IV.  “FTE” is a human resources term meaning  “Full Time Equivalent.”  The numbers reported here are the
actual FTEs utilized and not the number “authorized”.
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RCMP Resource Inputs

Human Resources  (actual FTEs utilized):
Regular Members (uniformed)   15,103
Civilian Members     1,946
Public Service Employees      3,355
Total        20,404

Financial Resources:
Planned Spending (Estimates Part III) $ 1,118,411,000
Total Authorities $ 1,289,190,000
1997-98 Actual Spending $ 1,294,798,000

RCMP Performance Accomplishments6

A number of outcomes can be attributed to the RCMP as a whole, thereby transcending the
individual business lines.  These include the following overall RCMP accomplishments:

U A national leadership role in and forging partnerships to combat organized crime, e.g., the
Integrated Proceeds of Crime initiative and Anti-Smuggling Initiatives.

U A contribution to the prevention and reduction of crime and victimization to provide for
safe homes and safe communities.

U A cooperative and coordinating role with other federal departments and agencies involved
in the enforcement of federal statutes.

U An integrating role for Canadian law enforcement agencies by sharing law enforcement
investigative tools and information, mainly through our National Police Services.

U An international profile and presence by representing Canadian law enforcement on the
world stage.
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See  the RCMP’s national news magazine, Pony Express, January, 1998, and the RCMP Gazette, May-June, 1998.7
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U A contribution to national unity through our image
as a national symbol for Canada and a high profile
presence, especially when celebrating our 125th
anniversary year.7

The RCMP also participated in a number of cross-
sectoral initiatives within the portfolio of the Ministry of
the Solicitor General of Canada, as well as in several
government-wide initiatives through the Justice Canada-
Solicitor General portfolio.  These initiatives include:

U National Strategy on Community Safety and
Crime Prevention: we participated in the
safe homes/safe streets strategy which provides the context for our own safe homes, safe
communities priorit, with Justice Canada and Solicitor General Canada in joint lead role.

U Forensic analysis/DNA data bank: the RCMP participated in the review of National Police
Services  -  which includes forensic services, with Solicitor General Canada.

U Canada’s Drug Strategy: we continued to contribute to the Government’s demand
reduction and supply reduction strategies, with Health Canada.

U Organized Crime activities: we participate in  the Anti-Smuggling Initiative and Integrated
Proceeds of Crime Initiative; we also helped prepare and participated in the Solicitor
General’s April, 1998 National Workshop on Organized Crime and assisted national and
regional partners with developing plans for a national strategy to combat organized crime.

U Aboriginal Justice/Restorative Justice: we continued to participate actively in the initiative,
led by Justice Canada.

U Peacekeeping: with the leadership of the Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade and funding through the Canadian International Development Agency, we again
managed the Government’s participation in international civilian police peacekeeping.

U Nunavut: under the leadership of Solicitor General Canada, we contributed to the
development of policing arrangements for the new Territory of Nunavut.
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Figure 7: RCMP Problem
Solving and Reporting Model

Business Line Performance Accomplishments

The following four sub-sections describe the strategic priority, key performance commitments and
significant accomplishments achieved during 1997/98 for each of  the four business lines.  While
performance outcomes are reported here by business line, their interdependence is emphasized
because no single area is solely responsible for performance against a particular strategic priority.
For example, an RCMP officer on routine highway patrol enforcing provincial traffic laws, by
initially apprehending someone “only” for speeding but, suspecting a more serious offence, may
end up also enforcing the Criminal Code, as well as other federal statutes. Consequently, just as
our overall results are shared among various criminal justice and government partners, the results
of each commitment and each business line represent the involvement of over 20,000 RCMP
employees.

  
The way we report our work against our commitments follows a problem solving model which
we call  “CAPRA,” which stands for Clients, Analysis, Partnerships, Response and Assessment.
Our format for reporting performance against each commitment follows much of this same logic.
First, in addressing a strategic priority, each commitment is designed to address a specific
problem.  One or more law enforcement and related strategies are developed for each problem,
together with the resources, or inputs, required to make the strategies work, including our key
partners.  Then we describe the activities or outputs produced by a specific program or ongoing
front-line responsibility.  These are distinguished from the shorter and longer-term
outcomes, results, or impacts which tell us how
well we have met our commitments.   We are then
able to assess the results of our strategies,
continuously learn from our successes and
shortfalls, and then develop improvements to
produce better results next time. This performance
information is used for two main purposes:
externally, to be accountable to Canadians for the
resources entrusted to us; and internally, by
managers at all levels to achieve  better results.
Overall, our focus on performance-based
management, which examines the results of
specific strategies against commitments, helps to
expose some of our decision-making to Canadians
and to engage them in governance generally and,
in partnerships with us, to contribute to safer
homes and safer communities.
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The variance between the Planned Spending and the Total Authorities represents new funding for such initiatives as8

Integrated Proceeds of Crime and the APEC conference held in Vancouver. In addition, and in recognition of the
RCMP’s desire to move towards a more appropriate Activity Structure, certain Internal Services costs such as training,
health services and construction were realigned to the newly approved Business Lines, including Federal Policing
Services. This gives a more accurate picture of the true costs associated with administering this Business Line. Finally,
all authorities were expended in 1997/98.

See Pony Express, May, 1997, for an article on how community policing applies to Federal Policing.9
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Business Line Resource Inputs

Human Resources  (actual FTEs utilized) -   5,142  (28.5% of total FTEs)

Financial Resources -
Planned Spending (Estimates Part III) $ 452,300,000
Total Authorities $ 578,466,000
1997-98 Actual Spending $ 578,466,000

1. Federal Policing Services:8

9  RCMP Objective:  Safe home and safe communities.

9 Strategic priority: To provide Canadians with protection against organized crime.

As the police service for Canada, federal policing represents the core mandate of the RCMP at
the national level.  Federal policing services helps ensure safe homes and safe communities in our
streets, homes and communities, at our international borders, in  business and in areas that many
Canadians seldom experience directly (e.g., corporate crime, crime in “cyberspace”).  Quality
Federal policing services are delivered through community policing principles.9

Protecting Canadians against organized crime, as our Federal policing priority,  is a significant
challenge. Despite the efforts of various governments and research studies, it may never be
possible to estimate the full size, scope and impact of organized crime in Canada, largely because
of its very nature as a covert, illegal activity.  As this is the case, it is equally difficult to estimate
how much headway has been made against organized crime.  Nonetheless, we can judge what
impact our accomplishments may have by comparing our results with our past performance.
Short-term outcomes include the financial returns to government  (such as increased tax
revenues) which are often in proportion to the amount invested in law enforcement.  Medium-
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term impacts include costs foregone in related areas such as reduced health care costs (e.g.,
related to drug abuse) and lower costs for goods and services that were otherwise “taxed” by
organized crime.  Broader outcomes are reflected in the greater respect that we believe Canadians
will have for the law and their increased feelings of safety and security when pursuing their every
day lives. Taken together, our strategies and the outcomes to which they are designed to
contribute, are aligned with the Solicitor General of Canada’s Public Safety priority and
contribute to the emerging National Action Plan on organized crime.

The RCMP uses several key strategies to combat organized crime, either by focussing on illegal
activities (illicit commodities and services) or by focussing on people (criminals and their
organizations as well as on victims and potential victims), including:

& targeting the supply of illicit goods and services (i.e., supply reduction) through
interdiction, closing off opportunities for crime, disrupting specific criminal activities and
locations  (e.g., our borders) and by addressing new and innovative criminal activities
(e.g., telemarketing);

& targeting the suppliers of illicit goods and services through a focus on the upper ranks
of criminal organizations by long-term intelligence-gathering and investigations;  

& promoting a reduction in the demand for illicit goods and services through public
education and prevention;

& targeting the incentives for crime (i.e., motivation reduction) by removing the profits
of criminal activities;

& forming strategic regional, national and international partnerships with other law
enforcement agencies, other government agencies and the private sector; and

& producing and disseminating timely, tactical and strategic intelligence on criminal
acts, individual criminals and criminal organizations.

To implement these strategies, a range of law enforcement and related tools are used, with our
partners, to pursue the common goal of combatting organized crime: 

& legislative instruments (e.g., Criminal Code) - with Justice Canada, Solicitor General
Canada and other federal departments;

& financial measures (e.g., duties, taxes)  - with Department of Finance, Revenue Canada;
& intelligence gathering and sharing  - with Criminal Intelligence Service Canada, 

Canadian law enforcement agencies;
& public education and information  - with Health Canada, Citizenship and Immigration

Canada;
& physical surveillance - with Department of National Defence, Revenue Canada,

Immigration and Citizenship Canada; and
& information technologies - with law enforcement partners linked to our National

Police Services.
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This was a commitment included in the 1997/98 Plans and Priorities Report but, because it refers to a commitment10

to seek improvements in all areas that combat organized crime, including forging stronger partnerships, it is discussed
in this overview of the federal policing business line.
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CRIME FAMILY TARGETED:  Toronto area
police (Toronto, Peel Regional, York Regional,
RCMP), working in conjunction with Montreal
area police (Sûreté du Québec, Service de police de
la Communauté urbaine de Montréal, RCMP),
continued an investigation throughout 1997/98 into
drug smuggling and money laundering by criminal
organizations. Project “Omerta”  culminated in the
arrest of key members of the Cuntrera-Caruana
Sicilian crime family, including its alleged senior
member in Canada. During mid-1998, 10 people
were arrested in Toronto, Montreal and Mexico.
Large sums of money and two hundred kilos of
cocaine were seized. This internationally- based
investigation brought together the FBI, US Drug
Enforcement Administration, US Customs, Texas
Department of Public Safety, Italian Police and
Intelligence agencies and the Mexican Federal
Anti-Drug Task Force along with the RCMP and
Canadian partners.

An appropriate mix of these
strategies and tools are then directed
towards the overall priority of
combatting organized crime, with a
focus on the key results
commitments made to Canadians
(see Figure 6), including the overall
commitment to improve the police
response to organized crime.   It is10

increasingly recognized that the
strategy of targeting law
enforcement responses mainly on
illegal goods and services allows
organized crime groups to continue
the same activity elsewhere.  It also
runs the risk of ignoring other illegal
activities of organized crime, has a
short-term impact on street-level
criminals,  and permits both the
profits and funding sources for
organized crime to remain
undetected.  Consequently, while we
continue to target illegal activities,
we also focus on the upper echelons of organized crime (called “targetting upwards”) as well as
the organized crime networks themselves so we can dismantle them and disrupt all of their
criminal activities.  A good example of this strategy is the targeting of a crime family (see box).
 However, targetting upper echelons is an ongoing, multi-year exercise rather than a case-specific
project. It requires extraordinary law enforcement partnerships, long-term commitments of
substantial resources from many jurisdictions, and properly trained enforcement personnel.  While
the results of  targetting upwards are difficult to identify, there may be internal fighting by the
remaining members of the organized crime group when they attempt to re-organize and establish
a new leadership following the arrest and conviction of their former leaders, even though the
disruption may last no longer than six months.  Nonetheless, this outcome sends a clear message
on behalf of Canadians that organized crime leaders are not immune from the law  and will not
be tolerated in Canadian society.  
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BEST PRACTICE  - TEAMWORK IN
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT: 
The Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development has adopted a far
more effective handling process for referring
all allegations of an economic crime nature to
the RCMP. This  includes initial vetting and
control provisions so that the RCMP is not
swamped with referrals and can focus on
priority cases.

1.1 Reduction in the economic incentive for crime; indicated by trends in the value of assets
seized under the Proceeds of Crime (POC) and Integrated Proceeds of Crime (IPOC)
programs.

As well as improving our strategies, we
have also achieved some efficiency gains in
federal criminal law enforcement across
federal departments by strengthening the
cooperation among partners.  As an
initiative which originated in Program
Review I, we are reviewing selected areas
of law enforcement that could benefit from
better coordination and consolidation.
Projects underway or completed during
1997/98 which may lead to more efficient
and effective enforcement include:
& a project with the Department of

Indian Affairs and Northern Development (see box);
& a review of all federal law enforcement activities in Human Resources Development Canada

to establish the most efficient, practical and cost-effective way of delivering services
associated with enforcing the Employment Insurance Act; 

& discussions with Health Canada to establish the most efficient way to prevent fraud (through
double billing) of prescription drugs delivered to those living on Indian Reserves; and

& a study of Citizenship and Immigration Canada federal law enforcement.

The results of our federal policing activities in meeting the eight specific commitments made in
the 1997/98 Plans and Priorities Report are reported below.

Problem:  Most crime is motivated by greed and, unless the police and the courts can trace, seize
and forfeit their assets, criminals will continue to pursue their activities, especially as organized
crime.

Strategy: The  core  strategy  of  the  Proceeds  of  Crime  (POC)  program is to take the financial
incentive out of crime by removing the profits of crime.  Organized crime on a national and
international level is disrupted when the illicit and unreported wealth accumulated through
criminal activity (e.g., real estate, luxury cars, hotels, jewellery)  is identified, seized, and frozen
by the police, as part of investigating and prosecuting offenders, and is then forfeited by the
courts to the Federal government. 
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Due to new estimates subsequently provided, this figure was adjusted since the 1996/97 Performance Report was11

published, when a figure of  $21.3 was given.
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BIG BUST IN THE NORTH BREAKS
NATIONWIDE DRUG RING: 
RCMP investigations in Iqualuit and
Pangnirtung, NWT, Sherbrook, PQ, and Rock
Creek, BC, resulted in 23 people arrested with
connections to the Hells Angels motorcycyle
gang. Assets seized in the $52,000 investigation
include a fast food restaurant, a candy store,
and three residences, with a total value of $2.5
million.  Equally as important, the bust
resulted in Iqualuit becoming a much safer
community.

Partners:  To   implement   this    strategy,
multi-disciplinary teams have been
formed across  Canada (see “Inputs”
below).  These units include personnel
from our key partners: other police
agencies, Revenue Canada Taxation,
Revenue Canada Customs, forensic
accountants and Justice Canada legal
counsel.  We work closely with private
industry as well; for example, through
partnership agreements with the
Canadian Bankers Association and
Credit Union Central. 

Inputs: There are now 22 POC units, including 13 Integrated  Proceeds  of  Crime  (IPOC)  units.
Resources for the program include 246 FTEs at a cost of $37.7 million.

Outputs: In 1997, RCMP seizures amounted to approximately $18 million. This is down from the
previous year by about 25 per cent when $23.9  million was seized.  However, early indications11

for 1998/99 suggest that next year may result in the highest level of seizures since the program
began. The value of assets seized tends to follow a five-year cycle because: (1) the value of assets
liable to seizure for each case can vary widely and are secondary to the overall objective of law
enforcement, (2) most cases are complex and those selected for investigation require all the
enforcement resources that are available
at the time,  and (3) complex
investigations usually  take two-to-three
years, with another two-to-three years
for the court case.  Between 1989 (when
the POC legislation was enacted) and
the end of 1997, approximately $241
million in assets have been seized.  In
addition, during 1997, $2.2 million in
fines were imposed as a result of
convictions and over $28 million in
“referrals” were made to other law
enforcement agencies for investigation.

Outcomes:  The  immediate  result  of   our
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PROJECT EXCEED SUCCEEDS WITH
HUGE SEIZURE OF ASSETS:
The value of attacking the assets of a criminal
organization was demonstrated in BC by a five-
year project which concluded in 1997.  In
addition to charging four persons and six
corporations, over $17 million in assets were
seized by police and eventually forfeited,
including:
&& an ocean going freighter
&& 8 luxury homes worth $1-2 million each
&& 6 tugboats
&& $800,000 in lottery tickets
&& $1 million in cash, jewellery, etc.
The total cost of the investigation with our
partners was approximately $1.8 million plus
an additional $80,000 for costs associated with
disclosure requirements. 

activities has been to take a bite out of
the profits of crime and return them to
government, which can put them to
better use on behalf of Canadians
through social and other programs.
Once an asset is sold after being deemed
forfeited by the courts, the full value of
the initial estimate is seldom realized,
often producing a cash return amounting
to about 25 per cent of the original
estimate.  This return reflects the
judgement of the court and the
depreciation or disappearance of assets
since the original estimate was made.
About $4.5 million was eventually
returned to the Federal government from
these 1997 seizures while forfeitures
between 1989 and 1997 totalled over
$48 million, with fines being in excess of
$19 million.  The longer-term outcome
is to reduce the incentive for  crime and,
therefore, to undercut organized crime and its harmful impact on Canadian society. 

Planned Improvements:  One limitation on our ability to trace and freeze crime assets is the lack
of mandatory reporting requirements.  We are working with federal partners on proposals to
introduce mandatory suspicious transactions  reporting (MSTR), including cross-border
occurrences.  A second constraint arises from the prohibitive costs associated with the legal
requirement for  police to assist prosecutors in disclosing all information to defence counsel,
especially where the investigations involve complex national and international cases.  As a result,
many potentially key cases may not have been given a full follow-up investigation.  However, a
new and cheaper method of reproducing documents and managing information is now being used
in RCMP federal units, including all of the IPOC units.  Finally, we plan to explore the reporting
next year of the value of both the assets seized by the RCMP and the assets forfeited through the
courts. The value of seizures is one indicator of  law enforcement performance in combatting
organized crime.  While the total value of assets forfeited and returned to government might be
one indicator of the performance of the courts, it also identifies the by-product to law
enforcement of  revenue generation.  However, the RCMP strictly avoids the US “bounty hunter
model” of selecting cases for their potential of generating revenues for police agencies involved
in the investigation and, instead, emphasizes seizures as a key law enforcement instrument for
combatting organized crime.
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1.2 Contribute to increases in tax revenues; indicated by trends in the value of assets seized
under the Anti-Smuggling Initiative (e.g.,  monies, property, all types of vehicles, drugs,
contraband goods) and by increases in federal and provincial tax revenues

PORNOGRAPHY SHIPMENT SEIZED:
Revenue Canada Customs in British Columbia
intercepted a US truck driver in possession of
pornography as he attempted to enter Canada.
Seizures included prints and photographs of
prohibited and child pornography, as well as
computer disks with over 17,000 pornographic
images and over 2,300 sexually graphic images of
children. After joining the investigation, the RCMP
laid criminal charges.  Partnerships with BC’s
Coordinated Law Enforcement Unit, the FBI  and
the US Customs Service provided key information for
the case.  The accused was sentenced to seven
months in jail and then deported.

BEST PRACTICE - PARTNERSHIPS PROVIDE
PROVEN RESULTS:
Partnerships with Canadian and international
agencies resulted in the laying of charges in the
United States against 21 individuals.  This was the
culmination of a number of projects both inside and
outside of Canada.  Charges include the defrauding
of both the United States and Canadian Governments
through the avoidance of taxes related to liquor and
tobacco products and  money laundering.  This
investigation involved both RCMP and US
authorities including the US District Attorney’s
Office, Internal Revenue Service, US Customs, US
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, US
Border Patrol and New York State Police.

Problem: Our long and largely
undefended borders, with a very
high volume of goods and people
passing across them, provides
opportunities for the illegal or
untaxed entry into Canada of a
large proportion of these goods. 

Strategy: The Anti-Smuggling
Initiative (ASI) has two key
strategies: (1) reducing the
availability of illicit goods  by
limiting their entry into Canada
(i.e., “physical seizures”) and
charging smugglers under the
Criminal Code, Customs Act,
Excise Act and related statutes,
especially where organized crime
is involved; and (2) penalizing
organized crime by investigating
previous smuggling activities,
resulting in the imposition of duties
and taxes on already smuggled
goods (i.e., “ascertained
forfeitures”), thereby having the
same impact as if the goods had
been seized originally.

Partners:  To  implement   these  two
 strategies, we have formed strong

domestic and international
partnerships, including with
Revenue Canada, Justice Canada,
other Canadian police services,
provincial government departments
responsible for finance, US
Customs Service, and US Bureau
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REVIEW OF ANTI-SMUGGLING
INITIATIVE: 
A review is now underway which will evaluate
the performance of the Anti-Smuggling
Initiative (ASI) since its inception in 1994/95
and including 1997/98.  This will result in a
performance and accountability framework for
future evaluations and for ongoing monitoring
of the program.  The review is being conducted
through a partnership between the RCMP,
Revenue Canada, Justice Canada and Solicitor
General. Performance indicators will be
developed to reflect the concrete benefits to the
Federal government and, ultimately, to
Canadians.

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.  The
Cornwall Task Force is a good example of an
effective partnership against organized
smuggling, as it involves the Ontario
Provincial Police, Revenue Canada Customs
and Cornwall Police Service; this partnership
will be expanded in 1998/99.  The success
story of the pornography shipment (see box)
is also a good example of ongoing,
international cooperation resulting in the
removal of prohibited goods.

Inputs: In 1997/98, 27 per cent of the RCMP’s ASI funding was again directed to the IPOC
initiative.  This amount  represents $18.1 million of the RCMP’s $66.3 million funding for ASI,
which will be reduced to $56.3 million 1998/99.  Human resources utilized by  the ASI initiative
were 603 FTEs.

Outputs: Our activities resulted in the following
significant seizures, for a  total of  just under
$120 million:
& $91.5 million in tobacco products
& $4.2 million in liquor products 
& $1 million in jewellery
& $4.2 million in drugs
& $2.6 million in conveyances
& $16.6 million in other illicit goods
Resulting from these activities were:
2,946 charges laid,  $12.2 million in fines
collected,  $85,000 in revenues collected,
$8.8 million in restitution and $14 million
worth of referrals to other Canadian and
international law enforcement agencies for
investigation.  

Outcomes:  The total seizures, valued at $120
million, represents a 56 per cent increase over the previous calendar year when $76.7 million in
contraband was seized (this represents a 45 per cent increase over 1995). These consistent good
results reflect a growing shift in strategies towards the use of ascertained forfeitures.  This
investment in customs and excise law enforcement ensures the legal movement of goods across
our borders and  provides a financial return to Canadians (e.g.,  tax revenues). Indications from
several jurisdictions show that tax revenues from tobacco and liquor products are at the same 
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1.3 Contribution to reducing opportunities for transborder crime; indicated by trends in:
organized illegal entries into Canada, alien smuggling organizations, suppliers of forged travel
documents, and counterfeiters of currency and negotiable instruments.

“PROJECT ORPHAN”:
The Toronto Combined Forces Special
Enforcement Unit and US Immigration and
Naturalization Service concluded a seven month
investigation in the greater Toronto area to stop
cross-border trafficking in women.  Some 40 people
were arrested and over 750 charges were laid
relating to prostitution and immigration. The
prostitution ring made $2 - $3 million per year.

level or slightly higher than those for the previous fiscal year.  Longer-term outcomes are
demonstrated in our growing success in fighting organized crime at our borders and, we believe,
re reflected in the greater respect Canadians have for the law. 

Planned Improvements:   While   we appear to be achieving great success in reducing transborder
crime, we do not know how big the problem really is at our borders because of the very nature
of smuggling.  Consequently, while investing more resources in anti-smuggling results in
proportionally greater returns, we can not claim to have eliminated the problem. However, our
understanding of the results of federal anti-smuggling activities in future years will be improved
when, in 1998/99, a new performance and accountability framework will have been implemented
(see box on previous page).

Problem:  With    improvements       in
transportation and reduced travel
costs, about 15 million people are
illegally transported worldwide by
professional smugglers. By charging
around $35,000 for each illegal
entry, smugglers profit by about
$9.5 billion a year.  Increasingly
sophisticated technology has
proliferated high quality fraudulent
travel and identity documents.
Many  organized crime groups  use
fraudulent travel documents and illegal immigrants to further their activities in areas such as drug
trafficking, money laundering and prostitution.

Strategy: Three strategies are used by the Immigration and Passport program: (1) preventing illegal
and undesirable entries into Canada, (2) public education, especially travel agency and airline
staff, and (3) enforcement by investigating violations of the Immigration Act, such as organized
alien smuggling.

Partners: Our key partners include Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC), Justice Canada,
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (Canadian Passport Office), Department
of National Defence, Revenue Canada, US Immigration and Naturalization Service, Canadian and
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KEEPING THE WRONG PEOPLE OUT:           
Every month, about 100 travellers land at
Vancouver airport with non-existent or fake
passports and travel documents, costing up to
$10,000 each.  However, the RCMP is assisting its
partners with training to identify illegal travellers
before they leave for Canada.  As a result,
Citizenship and Immigration Canada officials and
immigration authorities from England, Australia,
New Zealand and Malaysia are stopping illegal
travellers before they board their planes.  This helps
to weed out criminals and bogus refugees, many of
whom are now from parts of China, Sri Lanka and
Iran, travelling through Malaysia.  At the same
time, this program helps to ensure legitimate
refugees and travellers are dealt with appropriately.
 See the article in Pony Express, June, 1998.  

foreign police, foreign immigration
authorities, and international
airlines.

Inputs: The program is carried out with
180 FTEs across Canada at a cost
exceeding $12 million in 1997/98. 

Outputs:  In 1997 our program helped
CIC screen over 26,000 refugee
claimants under international
conventions.  As well, about 1,500
applicants from eastern Europe
who fit profiles of ties to organized
crime, past criminal activities,
terrorist links, or war crimes were
referred by CIC for screening.  Of
these, half were denied entry.  We
also assisted CIC in removing from
Canada a total of 171 high risk
persons arrested across the country
as well as escorting some 58
immigration related prisoners to other countries.   In addition, the program undertook 922
smuggling related cases, ranging from making a false statement regarding residency or criminal
background to forgery, uttering or personation.  

Outcomes: The criminal screening process identified members of international  organized   crime
groups and prevented them from entering Canada, thereby protecting Canadians from
strengthened domestic organized crime.  We reported the seizure of 597 fraudulent travel or
identity documents.  During 1997, over 600 inadmissible migrants on two ships were prevented
from entering Canada. The strategy of heading illegal migrants off at their point of departure is
paying off by reducing court, housing and related costs to Canadians. The Vancouver initiative
(see box) has been adopted in Halifax where illegal migrants from Europe are being prevented
from entering Canada.  Long-term reductions in the  number of improperly documented migrants
arriving in Canada is expected to be reduced by this strategy.  Broader impacts include exorbitant
costs foregone by preventing the illegal entry into Canada of illegal migrants.  Direct costs of
court cases and custody are estimated at $50,000 each, per year, for an average of two years (this
is down from the three year estimate  reported last year), for an estimated average total cost of
up to $100,000 each. 

Planned Improvements:  We are seeking ways of improving the detection of fraudulent documents
produced by increasingly sophisticated technologies and are seeking ways of affording these new
technologies.
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1.4 Contribute to a decline in the supply of and demand for illicit drugs; indicated by
concentrating enforcement efforts toward organized crime, preventing large drug shipments
from entering Canada, and by trends in participation in drug prevention programs for
awareness and education.

OVER 8,000 KILOS OF HASHISH SEIZED  -
VALUED AT $64 MILLION:
Project “Cervelle” concluded after a four-year
investigation involving eight other countries.  In
May, 1997, some 350 RCMP officers conducted
110 searches and made 27 arrests following the
seizure of four shipments of hashish destined for
Montreal.  The estimated street value was $64
million.  In cooperation with foreign authorities, a
hotel in Costa Rica, valued at $3.6 million, and
bank accounts totalling about $10 million in
Switzerland and Lichenstein have been seized.

Problem: The harmful consequences of
illicit drug use and abuse include
physical, emotional, economic and
social harms to both individuals and
to  Canadian   society   as   a  whole.

Strategy: Two strategies are used: (1) to
reduce the supply of illicit drugs and
prevent their distribution across
Canada, and (2) to lessen the demand
for illicit drugs through prevention
and   public  educational  initiatives.

Partners: Key partners in implementing
these strategies include Health
Canada, Revenue Canada Customs,
Justice Canada, Correctional Service
Canada, Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Department of National Defence,
all Canadian law enforcement agencies, as well as provincial, territorial and municipal agencies
responsible for health, education and corrections.

Inputs:  During 1997/98, the RCMP participation in these strategies was supported by $90 million
and 905 FTEs.

Outputs:   Drug enforcement includes the possession, importation and  trafficking  of  substances
regulated by the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, such as heroin, cocaine, LSD,
methamphetamine, amphetamine, barbiturates.  Drug offences in jurisdictions policed by the
RCMP under contract increased markedly between 1991 and 1995 but then declined slightly in
1996 and again in 1997. The 1997 figure was 34,829 offences (down from 35,570 in 1996) with
a clearance rate of  66 per cent.  During the 1997 calendar year a total street value of $638.5
million in drugs was seized including:
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drugs and allowing better comparisons between jurisdictions.  The value of drugs seized in 1996/97 and reported in
the RCMP Performance Report for that period has been adjusted accordingly. 
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NATIONAL PIPELINE/CONVOY PROGRAM A
BEST PRACTICE IN POLICING: 
Under this growing program, 600 front-line
officers have been trained to recognize clues and
profiles of suspicious persons that may indicate
criminal activity.   Positive results are consistently
being produced, such as seizures during 1997: $.5
million Canadian currency and  $7 million in
drugs.  Pipeline/Convoy has since been expanded
to include the Jetway program which targets the
mass transportation systems such as air, train and
bus that are used by drug traffickers to import and
distribute drugs and to return the resulting profits.

DRUG DEMAND REDUCTION ENCOURAGED
THROUGH THE INTERNET: 
Drug Education and Awareness for Life (DEAL),
relates to young people through current
technology.  An interactive Internet program
attracts young people by providing a number of
activities such as games, factual drug information
and positive lifestyle reinforcement.  This initiative
was highlighted at the Spring ‘98 UN Youth
Conference in Banff.  The site was developed by
high school students with much of the equipment
being supplied through corporate sponsorship.
(See www.deal.org  or the RCMP site)

    & $15 million in heroin
& $316 million in cocaine
& $297 million in cannabis
& $10.5 million in other drugs
This amount is a decrease since
1996, when the total was $883.5
million.   It should also be12

recognized that the value of drugs
seized is only a potential indicator of
the reduced harm resulting from
these seizures.

Outcomes:  Although drug seizures are
one measure of performance, they do
not always indicate the overall
success of our investigations.  Other
factors affecting seizure amounts
include the upward targetting of the major drug investigations where seizures may occur in other
countries.  The value of those seizures made known to us during 1997 amounts to about $270
million.  In some cases, high-level targets are successfully prosecuted for major drug offences
based on undercover purchases of small amounts of drugs.   Another aspect affecting annual
results is that  investigations are
often multi-year efforts such that
seizures made at the end of  an
investigation will be reported in a
subsequent year.  Turning to the
results of our demand reduction
activities, the number of participants
in drug awareness programs at the
community level continued to
increase across the country (e.g.,
Police Assisted Community
Education - “Kids and Cops,”
Aboriginal Shield, Drugs and the
Workplace), especially as a result of
partnerships forged with local
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Other useful information on this program may be found in the “Federal Briefer” section of the RCMP’s national news13

magazine, Pony Express.  
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REVIEW OF FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT
This review examined the extent to which (1) the
mandate of the RCMP’s Federal Drug Enforcement
Program is appropriate to meet present and future
needs, (2) resources are fulfilling the mandate,  and (3)
resources are effectively allocated on a strategic
geographic basis.  The review found there are
significant opportunities to improve the geographical
allocation of drug units and their resources across
Canada, including developing an  empirical model. It
also recommended that the types of investigative
federal drug units be limited to three categories with
minimum resourcing requirements for each:
metropolitan units with 120  personnel; large urban
units with 26 personnel; and district units with 8
personnel.

REVIEW OF CANADA’S DRUG STRATEGY: 
This review examined RCMP participation in this
strategy.  Overall, RCMP contributions were found
to be functioning well.  Numerous benefits were
identified while, at the same time, improvements were
advised.

community agencies to deliver these
programs.

Planned Improvements: While it may
be impossible to estimate how
widespread the drug problem is in
Canadian society, some indication of
the supply and demand for drugs is
found in their street-level cost and
purity.  Given modest resources and
the prevalence of drug trafficking, a
further challenge is in  deciding
which cases to investigate. These
difficult choices are made while
recognizing the fact that there are no
other major criminal offences with
such severe sanctions where all cases
may not receive a full follow-up
investigation.  Rising costs,
workload pressures and disclosure requirements make these choices even more difficult.
Nonetheless, resources are being reallocated from the enforcement/supply reduction strategy to
the preventive/demand reduction strategy and greater reliance is being placed on the successful
Pipeline/Convoy Program.  Greater efficiencies and effectiveness are expected to result from the
merging and relocation of many small RCMP anti-drug units, following an audit report which
showed that a critical mass of police
investigators in each unit is required
for effective investigations (see box).13
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1.5 Contribution to a reduction in economic crime; indicated by trends in successful
investigations and arrests for white collar crime in areas such as corporate crime, corruption,
telemarketing fraud, securities and stock market fraud, computer crime and
telecommunications fraud.

TELEMARKETING FRAUD TERMINATED: 
Police joint task forces have been set up in Montreal,
Toronto and Vancouver to target fraudulent
telemarketing, lottery and advance fee schemes
operating out of those areas.  Disruptive practices by
RCMP in Montreal in partnership with the Couriers
Association have been successful in intercepting and
returning to potential victims $10 million that would
have otherwise ended up in the hands of unscrupulous
telemarketers.

UNDERCOVER OPERATION NETS GUNS
AND FORGED BANKNOTES:
As a result of  a Montreal investigation started in
late 1996 when an undercover RCMP officer
infiltrated an organization involved in circulating
counterfeit money, police arrested 10 individuals
and seized $150 million in forged US banknotes,
along with forty-eight 9 mm submachine guns,
two .22-caliber pistol, 48 silencers and clips, and
one set of body armour.  The US Secret Service,
US Customs, the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Bureau and the New York State Police
cooperated closely with the RCMP during this
investigation.

Problem:   With   more    sophisticated
technologies available to criminals
and criminal organizations working
across international boundaries, most
crime that is motivated by financial
gain is increasingly more complex
and difficult to investigate.

Strategy: Three strategies are now used
to combat economic crime,
especially those using innovative
technologies: (1) prevention through
education and public awareness,   (2)
detection, investigation, and prosecution, and (3) tactics that disrupt economic crime activities.

Partners: Our major partners include the Bank of Canada, Industry Canada, the Superintendent of
Financial Institutions, US National Association of Attorney’s General, US Secret Service, FBI,
Federal Trade Commission, US Postal Service, US Department of Justice,  International
Association of Internet Providers,
telecommunications associations,
Canadian Bankers Association, Direct
Marketing Association, and services
associations, 

Inputs: Implementing these strategies
during 1997/98 involved 387 FTEs
working in 35 units across Canada at
a total cost of $29 million.

Outputs: During 1997, 3101 cases were
opened, with an estimated value of
just over $2 billion.

Outcomes:   An RCMP task force was
created to investigate the Bre-X stock
collapse and activities relating to the
mining of gold in Indonesia. 
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PROMISING PRACTICE: PREVENTING USE
OF COUNTERFEIT BANK NOTES:
In partnership with the Bank of Canada, the
Currency Analysis Project is designed to deliver an
early warning to police when “hot spots” of
currency counterfeiting are identified. Public
awareness campaigns are immediately launched to
the surrounding business community so that
merchants will recognize counterfeit bank notes.
At the same time, an investigation is carried out.
The software is soon to be shared with law
enforcement partners across Canada. 

BEST PRACTICE:
The RCMP is a cross-border partner with the US
to deal with telemarketing fraud and is on the
Deceptive Telemarketing Education and
Prevention Forum, along with a number of other
law enforcement and regulatory agencies.  The
Forum has been responsible for distributing
information, education materials and aids to
seniors in relation to fraudulent telemarketing
activities as well as other types of frauds aimed at
the elderly.

This incident was considered a major
Canadian financial disaster as shares
valued at over $8 billion were traded
on the Toronto Stock Exchange,
Montreal Stock Exchange and Alberta
Stock Exchange over the final nine
month period before its collapse.  The
passage of Bill C-17 has assisted
investigators in combatting  the
trafficking of electronic passwords.
For example, three individuals were
recently arraigned in Quebec City
court for stealing Internet passwords
and offering online recipes on how to
make explosive devices.  The RCMP
investigation found that the passwords were used to break into hundreds of US companies.
Investigators also seized six computers, hacker literature and instruction manuals on how to
manufacture explosives.

Planned Improvements:  While the nature and scope of economic crime is extraordinarily difficult
to estimate, a consultant’s report will be released in 1998/99 which makes such an attempt.  The
report is also expected to assist in suggesting which types of economic crime the RCMP should
address to achieve the best results for the available scarce resources.  Further decisions are
required regarding the growing problem of political corruption in light of three high profile cases
successfully investigated and prosecuted during 1997/98.  Finally, attention is being raised to the
rapid increase in high-tech crime, much
of which is initiated by organized
criminals who are increasingly using
networked computers to communicate
and share information on their criminal
activities.  For example, two thirds of
the searches conducted for “Project
Cervelle” (see the earlier box on the
successful drug seizure) also required 22
investigators with advanced computer
skills  to examine information held on
computer work stations.
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See also the special report on Asian organized crime in Pony Express, December, 1997, and the article on Hong Kong14

Triads in RCMP Gazette, April, 1998.
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1.6 Enhanced quality of criminal intelligence and information; indicated by satisfaction of
key partners and clients of the RCMP`s Criminal Intelligence Program.

RUSSIAN ORGANIZED CRIME LEADER
REMOVED FROM CANADA: 
Once the leader of an Eastern European based
organized crime group in Canada was
identified, the RCMP’s Eastern European
Organized Crime Unit in Newmarket, Ontario,
was able to gather sufficient evidence to have
his landed immigrant status removed.  They
were able to provide evidence that he had
committed criminal acts in Russia, including
murder.  When this evidence was placed before
the deportation hearing, it was so
overwhelming that he chose to be deported. 

Problem:   Without   timely   and    accurate
information and intelligence on individual
criminals, criminal groups and criminal acts
then Canadian law enforcement agencies
are “flying blind” in their collective efforts
to combat the major threats to Canadian
society, especially organized crime.

Strategy: The core strategy of the  RCMP’s
Criminal Intelligence program is to forge
strong  partnerships with Canadian and
international law enforcement agencies to
provide and share accurate and timely
criminal intelligence that helps develop
effective strategies to combat organized
crime and other serious crime threats.

Partners: Domestic partners include over  400
Canadian law enforcement agencies and many federal

and provincial government departments. International partners include Interpol, the P8/G8 Senior
Experts Group on Transnational Organized Crime, and federal or national enforcement agencies in
Europe and Australia.  Cooperation with Criminal Intelligence Service Canada (CISC) was
strengthened this past year by the joint production of  an Annual Report on Organized Crime in
Canada.  Canada’s support for international cooperation to combat transnational organized crime was
improved in 1997/98 by a new  partnership with the Australian Federal Police.

Inputs: The annual budget of CID was just under $4 million and total FTEs in 1997/98 was 61,
including reductions since 1996.

Outputs:  The Annual Report on Organized  Crime in Canada has resulted in an enhanced awareness
among Canadian police agencies of the major organized crime threats and allowed for the development
of partnerships and joint strategies to combat the problem.  Joint RCMP, Federal government,
municipal and provincial training initiatives on counter-terrorism investigative techniques is improving
investigative expertise and producing improved information flow, especially between the RCMP and
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service CSIS. We produced and disseminated ten Strategic
Intelligence Assessments and initiated another ten during 1997/98 for use by clients within the RCMP,
the Federal government, provincial and municipal partners and, where appropriate, the private sector.14
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1.7 Effective protection and security for Canadian and foreign dignitaries; as indicated by
a record of visits and events occurring without incident.

Outcomes: Ongoing feedback from users of our Strategic Intelligence Assessments shows
overwhelming satisfaction with these reports during 1997/98  (at 99 per cent).  In the longer-
term, Joint Force Operations, which establish working partnerships with provincial and municipal
police agencies, have resulted in higher quality information-sharing between all partners.  This,
in turn, has resulted in the production of better quality criminal intelligences for the collective
benefit of all partners and has contributed to more effective, cooperative working strategies to
combat organized and serious crime in Canada.

Planned Improvements: Existing domestic and international partnerships will be strengthened and
new partnerships, including those with  the private sector, will be identified in response to the
globalization of organized crime.  Partner participation in RCMP intelligence related training
courses will be increased to include staff under the command of the Department of National
Defence Canadian Forces Provost Marshal.

Problem: Canadian and foreign dignitaries are at risk of becoming targets of violence for political,
criminal or personal motives.

Strategy: Our duties to protect the Prime Minister, the Governor General, certain other Canadian
officials, foreign diplomats staying in Canada, visiting Internationally Protected Persons, and
others designated by the Solicitor General of Canada are met by providing them with protection
and security services.

Partners: Our partners include the Prime Minister’s Office,  Department  of  Foreign  Affairs   and
International Trade,  Heritage Canada,  other federal departments,   and  local  police  services.

Inputs: This program cost $9.2 million during 1997/98, with 104 police officers and other employees
on a permanent basis at national headquarters in Ottawa and other personnel temporarily assigned
for major events such as summits led by the prime Minister.

Outputs:  During  1997/98,  protection  was  provided to the  Prime Minister and his family for 26
international trips and 120 domestic trips, with an increase in the latter being mainly due to the
1997 Election Campaign.

Outcomes: All foreign Internationally Protected Persons visiting Canada on official business who were
extended protection during their visit by the RCMP on behalf of the Canadian government,arrived
and left Canada in safety during 1997/98.  In addition, all foreign missions in Canada and
designated  Canadian  government  dignitaries  enjoyed  a  safe  and secure  year  under RCMP
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VIPs SAFEGUARDED:  In 1997/98,
RCMP protective services were effectively
provided for the federal election, a Royal
Visit and the Team Canada trip to South
America.  Several letters attest to client
satisfaction with RCMP protection.

1.8 Effective international liaison and overseas activities; indicated by improved
international cooperation with foreign police agencies and government, and by increased
involvement of Canadian police departments in the Interpol Program.

protection.  There were also no recognized
threats by international terrorists against
Canadian dignitaries or internationally
protected persons while in Canada.  The
RCMP was highly effective in ensuring the
safety of the Prime Minister and his family at
the PM’s official residences throughout the
past year.  Improved security systems based
on state-of-the-art electronic and physical
barriers ensured that only one incident occurred during 1997/98 and the intruder was
apprehended immediately after setting foot on the grounds.  These improvements will be
completed during 1998/99.  Overall, these results contribute over the longer-term to increased
social and political stability in Canada and continued good diplomatic relationships with other
countries.  Despite demonstrations against certain foreign leaders, all Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation Summit (APEC) participants enjoyed a safe stay in Vancouver during November,
1997.  Student protests led to the use of pepper spray  to control demonstrators threatening to
break through physical barriers protecting Summit dignitaries.  In response to public complaints
received, the Chair of  the RCMP Public Complaints Commission initiated a “public interest
hearing” into the matter.  It is expected that its findings and recommendations will contribute to
improving the police response in similar situations in the future.

Planned Improvements: Efforts will be made to address the rapidly increasing costs of providing
protection for international travel by dignitaries and increases in the number of international
summits in Canada.

Problem: With the globalization of Canada’s economy and the free flow of people, goods and
 services around the world and across our borders, crime has become increasingly transnational
in scope and globally organized.  

Strategy: The Liaison Officer (LO) program hinges on experienced RCMP officers in strategic
international locations.  They provide the Canadian law enforcement community with assistance
and information on their respective regions and perform a necessary coordinating role for
Canadian and foreign investigations on drugs, organized crime and immigration matters.  In doing
so, they are a focal point for Canada’s international drug strategy and assist in preventing many
incidents from arising (e.g., illegal entry into Canada). The Interpol Program, through the Ottawa
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Also see the article “Far and Away” in Pony Express, December, 1997, on our Liaison Officer (LO)  program.15
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SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTION BY
LIAISON OFFICERS:
During Fiscal Year 1997/98, the assistance of
the liaison officer in Islamabad lead to the
forfeiture of proceeds of crime amounting to
about $3,000,000 Canadian and 1,109,000
Swiss Francs. The Liaison Officer Program
has proven a powerful crime-fighting tool
that benefits all Canadians, and is
instrumental in our organized crime strategic
priority.

INTERNATIONAL AUTO THEFT RINGS
FOILED BY INTERPOL:
Interpol Canada played an important role in
the curtailing the activities of international
auto theft rings and the return of stolen
Canadian vehicles valued at over $6 million.

Bureau at RCMP headquarters, is the first
line of contact for  international inquiries
from law enforcement agencies in  the
fight  against  organized  crime.15

Partners:    Our    partners    include    federal
government departments, Canadian and
foreign law enforcement agencies, Interpol
Central National Bureaus around the
world.

Inputs:  During  1997/98,  a  total  of  31  LO
positions were maintained in 20 countries
around the world at a cost of $4.9 million.
On behalf of Canadian law enforcement
agencies, the RCMP is a member of
Interpol and maintains Interpol’s National Central Bureau in Ottawa.  Thirty-one 31 personnel
are involved, including four secondments from other Canadian police forces, at a total cost of
$2.6 million, including annual membership dues of about $1 million.

Outputs: Over 5,000 case files were opened by Interpol in Ottawa during the year.  Both LO and
Interpol personnel report increased requests for assistance each year.

Outcomes: With the support of our Ottawa Interpol staff, the LOs contributed to more effective anti-
organized crime operations impacting on Canada by dealing with the rising incidence of
transnational criminal activities and related proceeds of crime investigations. In 1997/98, LOs
acted upon over 1,200 major investigations in assistance to Canadian police officers travelling
abroad and to foreign officials who have discovered leads in major drug investigations that
implicated Canadians.  Interpol played an important role in the interception of wanted persons and
in the fight against international automobile theft rings operating from Canada. In the long-run,
this program contributes to the increased safety of Canadians, both in Canada and abroad, as well
as to the fight against international crime organizations. 

Planned Improvements:  Future  plans    will
 respond to the rapidly growing demands
for assistance where the LOs are only able
to respond to requests from foreign
counterparts, especially for intelligence on
major drug cases, rather than taking the
initiative on cases. 
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When interpreting the Resource Input box, please note that the variance between the Planned Spending and the Total16

Authorities represents a combination of factors: additional authorities were received for new initiatives and from the
Treasury Board Contingencies Vote 5; all Contract Policing Services resources were realigned under this Business Line;
certain Internal Services costs such as training, health services and construction were realigned to the newly approved
Business Lines, including Contract Policing Services. This gives a more accurate picture of the true costs associated
with this Business Line. As noted on page 6, Actual Spending exceeded Total Authorities by $5.6 Million.
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Business Line Resource Inputs

Human Resources (actual FTEs utilized) -     11,075   (50.6% of total FTEs)

Financial Resources -
Planned Spending (Estimates Part III) $  817,200,000
Total Authorities $        1,020,368,000
1997-98 Actual Spending $        1,025,968,000

 2. Contract Policing Services:16

99 RCMP Objective: Safe home and safe communities.

99 Strategic priorities:  To provide Canadians with   
    - policing services in support of safe homes and safe communities; 
    - protection from violent crime and youth crime; and 
    - alternatives to the traditional criminal justice system for provide aboriginal peoples.

With quality service delivered through community policing now well established as the main
strategy to achieve our strategic priority of  safe homes, safe communities, the organizational
culture of the RCMP has changed significantly over the past few years.   While a healthy debate
is fostering its continuing evolution across the organization, most employees are oriented towards
both reactive and proactive ways of solving and preventing local crime problems in partnership
with the communities they serve.  As a result, everything we now do focuses on consulting with
our clients and stakeholders, forming partnerships with our communities and local agencies,
empowering the front line of service delivery, and mobilizing community and other resources to
supplement our own resources.  By listening to our clients and partners, the policing services we
deliver to them under contract with provinces and municipalities, are better tailored to the needs
and priorities of each community.  By learning from pilot projects and best practices, we are
continuously improving the quality of services we provide.  
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For historical background, see “Partners in Policing: The RCMP Contract Policing Program,” RCMP Gazette, June,17

1997.

See Canadian Crime Statistics, 1997, Juristat Vol.18 No.11, published by Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics.18
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A longer-term strategy is to develop a framework for negotiations for the year 2012, when the
current 20-year agreements with the provinces expire, that will satisfy federal government
expectations for a different arrangement, by reallocating cost sharing that may involve different
arrangements for municipal and provincial policing.17

The RCMP currently uses several key reactive and proactive policing strategies when delivering
“general” policing services to victims, offenders and the public, including:

& reducing crime and deterring further crime through law enforcement 
& preventing crime and repeat crimes by solving common underlying problems
& delivering restorative justice measures (such as Community Justice Forums)
& diverting young offenders
& softening the impact on victims
& targeting high risk offenders to prevent re-offending or “recidivism”
& forming partnerships.

How well do these strategies work in terms of their impact on the three strategic priorities for the
contract policing business line?  Unlike the problem of organized crime, we are able to estimate
the actual level of “traditional” crime through independent surveys of Canadians, including the
proportion of crime victims who have reported their incident to the police, thereby contributing
to official crime rates for crimes against people and property.  However, because they are
expensive, victim surveys are infrequently conducted.  As a result, we compare ourselves against
trends in annual crime levels.  

Other indicators are also used, including public satisfaction with our services, public complaints,
and public fear of being victimized.  Unfortunately, due to the lack of key population information,
we are not yet able to compare ourselves with other police forces by the use of crime rates,
police-population ratios and per capita costs, as reported in the Uniform Crime Report (UCR)18

statistics gathered by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (CCJS).  However, when
implemented, our proposed Integrated Police Information Retrieval System (IPIRS) will have the
capacity to provide a wealth of information on our activities.  At present, then, we compare crime
numbers between years (generated by our Operational Statistics Reporting system) as a crude
indicator of our performance. 
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i.e., Criminal Code, other federal statutes, provincial statutes, territorial ordinances, and municipal bylaws, but19

excluding traffic enforcement.

i.e., incidents reported to the police and found to be supported by evidence.20
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2.1 Contribution to a downward trend in the level of overall crime; indicated by trends in
police statistics for crime rates; trends in enforcement of Criminal Code offences; effective
crime prevention programs; effectiveness of community policing initiatives

The effectiveness of the above  strategies is assessed below by using both quantitative and qualitative
indicators of RCMP performance against the commitments made in the 1997/98 Plans and Priorities
Report.  Because human and financial resources for this business line are allocated geographically by
divisions and not by commitments (as they are for the federal business line), the inputs are not
identified under each of the items below. 

 Problem: Crime reported to the police  continues to be a concern of Canadians, despite declining
crime rates which reflect not only police practices but such factors as an aging society (with fewer
youth and adults at risk of being involved with crime) and improved economic conditions (which
often take the incentive out of crime).

Strategy: The community policing approach prescribes two key strategies for the police, namely, 
(1) to prevent  and solve local crime and disorder problems through (2) partnerships with the
communities they serve.

Partners:  Our  partners   include  all  aspects  of   Canadian  society,  such  as  local   community
organizations, neighbourhoods, churches, businesses, the voluntary sector, and so on.

Outputs:  The scope and number of all laws, statutes, ordinances and bylaws enforced by the
RCMP on behalf of the three levels of government clearly demonstrates the diversity and
complexity of the daily work of an RCMP officer.   Highlights are:19

& While the total number of actual offences  we dealt with has been relatively stable over the20

past five years, there was a slight downward trend after 1993 and back up again in 1996 to
1,092,195 by 1997.   In contrast,  the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics reported a five
per cent decline in crime over the same period.

& The  three  categories  of   Criminal  Code  offences    (excluding  traffic  offences)    are:
violent crime (including homicide, assault, sexual assault and abduction) which usually
represents about 10 per cent of the total offences;  property crime (break and enter, thefts,
frauds, etc.); and other offences (an eclectic group of offences ranging from bawdy houses
to arson and kidnapping). The trend over the last five years mirrors the trend for total
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As discussed in last year’s report (at pages 12 and 26), clearance rates are a poor indicator of  police performance21

because of a number of complex factors.  Violent crime continued to have the highest overall clearance rate, with almost
90 per cent for homicides and around 75 per cent for assaults and other sexual offences.  Given the priority on violent
crime it is understandable that clearance rates for property offences are comparatively low.  Depending on the category
of crime, they vary from between 50 and 70 per cent for some types of frauds to less than 10 per cent for bicycle theft
and around 40 per cent for robberies.
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REVIEW OF NATIONAL STRATEGY
ON COMMUNITY SAFETY AND CRIME
PREVENTION
A mid-term review in 1996/97 examined the
progress made to date in the implementation of
the RCMP initiatives under this strategy.
Overall, the initiatives were determined to be
well managed, with significant progress being
achieved.  Community partnerships in
identifying and solving social problems related to
the objectives of the strategy were demonstrated.
Demand for participation from communities in
the various initiatives sponsored through the
strategy were found to be strong.  The review
resulted in opportunities for more effective use of
resources through improved integration of
strategy initiatives.

offences, including a very slight increase between 1996 and 1997 to 743,970.    21

& The enforcement of selected federal statutes, other than the Criminal Code, was reported
under the federal policing section.  A general category of federal offences (which excludes
drugs) covers everything from the Immigration Act to the Prairie Grain Act, the Game
Export Act and the Animal Pedigree Act (see Section VI for the major statutes we
administer).  This  category  declined  by  five per cent in 1997  to reach  57,348 offences. 

& The general category of  Provincial Statutes and Territorial Ordinances (excluding traffic
offences), which covers such things as the Coroner’s Acts, Mental Health Acts, and even
Litter Acts, increased by over six per cent in 1997 over the previous year (to 47,616) while
being relatively stable since 1993.  The bulk of provincial and territorial offences continue to
flow from liquor-related statutes (e.g., Intoxicated Persons Detention Act, Liquor Act) and
have shown a general downward trend over the past year with a slight increase is noted in
1997 (to 164,064).   In addition, the general category of municipal by-laws continued a
steady five-year increase.

Outcomes: Our results, and those nationally,
indicate that overall crime is declining.  We
believe that, along with our key partners,
the RCMP has contributed to this decline,
together with improvements in the overall
economic and social conditions of
Canadians.  While we are still unable to
make comparisons based on crime rates, one
of the commitments made in the 1997/98
Plans and Priorities Report was to develop
benchmarks for flagging significant changes
in crime rates in the contract jurisdictions,
as indicated by increases or decreases in
crimes reported to the RCMP by
detachments, divisions or regions.  The
objective is to identify which factors have an
impact on crime and victimization rates,
including specific policing strategies and
practices as well as environmental factors
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2.2 Contribution to a downward trend in the level of property crime; indicated by trends
in crime statistics  on damage resulting from theft or vandalism and; where available, by
insurance claim statistics.

over which the police have no influence.  A consensus has emerged from our internal
consultations that between-year changes of 10 to 12 per cent at the local level and of 5 to 10 per
cent at the national level for overall crime rates are significant and require follow-up as a standard
practice.  

Planned Improvements: Next steps towards improving the basis for comparing our results
to better assess our progress include: establishing between-year crime level changes for specific
offences against people and property; estimating populations served by the RCMP so we can
develop crime rates, police-population ratios and per-capita costs; bench-marking our own crime
rates against national and local victimization surveys; and bench-marking our crime levels and
rates against comparable domestic and international police forces. 

Problem: Despite        growing
affluence, Canadians
continue to be victimized by
property crimes.

Strategy: Prevention, problem
solving, partnerships and
restorative justice for young
offenders are among our
strategies for reducing theft
and vandalism.

Partners:    Private       sector
businesses, the insurance
industry  and  community  groups  and  associations  are   included   in  our   list   of   partners.

Outputs:  The impact of the 1994 changes to the Criminal Code (the value for the categories of theft
under, theft over, mischief under and mischief over was raised from $1,000 to $5,000) is clearly
seen in the following statistics.  Property damage under $5,000 (at $1,000 before 1995)  - often
referred to as vandalism  -  has shown a slight downward trend since 1995.  However, petty theft,
which had been steadily dropping from 1991 to 1994, returned to 1991 levels with the change in
dollar value in 1995, but then declined markedly in 1997.

Outcomes:   While the reasons for the declines in the various property damage categories are
difficult to identify, community initiatives involving partnerships with the police have probably
had a considerable impact on reducing opportunities for this type of crime.  As well, improving
economic conditions may be reducing the motivation for property crime.  On the other hand, 
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2.3 Contribution to increased road safety; indicated by trends in motor vehicle collisions and
related consequences, seat belt use, and impaired driving and other traffic statistics.

OPERATION IMPACT HAS BIG IMPACT:
Following community policing principles of
police  working in partnership with their
communities, Operation Impact is having a
significant impact on improved road safety. 
With 219 participating police services across
Canada, including the RCMP, during 1997
there were 313,000 motor vehicles checked,
11,761 seat belt charges laid, and 7,598 other
charges, including 435 Criminal Code drinking
and driving charges.  See the April, 1998 story,
“Community policing and Operation Impact” in the RCMP’s
national news magazine, Pony Express.

those seeking illegal economic gain may be shifting their attention towards white collar crime and,
in particular, to economic crime.  Further, much of  theft and property damage valued at under
$5,000 is perpetrated by young persons.

Planned Improvements:  A proposal to obtain insurance claims figures for property losses did not
bear fruit when we found that figures could not be broken down for those jurisdictions served by
the RCMP.  Regarding our strategies, with declining property crime and rapidly expanding
economic crime such as telemarketing fraud, we may shift greater attention towards these non-
traditional, emerging forms of property crime.

Problem:  The  free and safe movement of
Canadians, their vehicles and their
goods on our roads is a continuing
concern.

Strategy: Strategies to improve road safety
are through traffic law enforcement
and/or education programs designed to
increase the use of seat belts and child
restraints and to reduce the incidence of
impaired driving.

Partners:  Partnerships include  Transport
Canada, Canadian Association of Chiefs
of Police, federal and provincial
ministers and departments responsible
for road safety, and the Canadian
Council of Motor Transport. 

Outputs: As may be seen in the accompanying
chart, motor vehicle collisions have declined
steadily since 1993.  An increase in general
road safety is reflected in the number of
persons killed and injured in traffic
accidents dealt with by the RCMP which
has decreased overall by seven and a half
per cent in 1997 over the previous year.
Although the number of offences for
impaired driving rose again in 1997, by just
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“STREET LEGAL” PROGRAM - SUPER
COPS RACING SOCIETY WINS AWARD:
In an effort to get racing off the roads and onto
the race track, the RCMP joined with Capital
Raceways and the Alberta Motor Association to
encourage awareness amongst youth about the
safe operation of motor vehicles and the results
of drug and alcohol abuse.   Youths wishing to
race their cars are encouraged to do so off
public roads and under safe, controlled
circumstances at facilities designed for that
purpose.  This partnership won a 1998 National
Police Safety Award for Traffic Safety.

over five per cent,  persons charged with
driving while having a blood alcohol
level in excess of  80 mg was almost the
same as in 1996 (see the box at right).

Outcomes: The increase in overall traffic
safety may be due to a number of
factors, including:  more effective public
education and awareness,  prevention
and safety programs; changing attitudes
of drivers; increased use of seat-belts
and child restraints; anti-drinking-
driving campaigns; improved vehicle
design and built-in safety features such as air bags; as well as more effectively targeted safe
driving and enforcement programs by the RCMP.  On the other hand, many highway patrol units
have been eliminated, thereby reducing the number of  “self-generated” offences.   While a survey
of front-line police officers shows that the “red-tape” burden is reducing the number of Drinking
While Impaired charges in favour of alternatives, community policing is likely to be an effective
approach to traffic enforcement.   Nonetheless, 3,000 Canadians continue to be killed and 25,00022

seriously injured annually on Canadian
roads, despite the saving of an
estimated 2,600 lives, 25,000 injuries
avoided, and over $3 billion saved in
lost productivity and social-health costs
over the past five years.

Planned Improvements: With fewer
collisions and increasing overall motor
vehicle safety, we plan to continue with
our current strategies.  However, the
persistence of drinking-driving cases
and comparatively low seat-belt usage
shows the need for increased work in
this area.  One significant step is the
Council of Ministers Responsible for
Road Safety commitment to have the
safest roads in the world by achieving a
95 per cent seat-belt use rate in all 
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2.4 Reduction in the number of public complaints found justified against RCMP
employees: indicated by an improvement in the ratio of “founded” (i.e., supported)
complaints to the number of  RCMP members.

provinces by the year 2001 (it was 89 per cent in mid-1997).  A further initiative is to develop a
comprehensive community policing traffic services model and then pilot test it to assess its
effectiveness and to identify the key success factors.  Finally, one of the serious drawbacks
associated with this problem area is the lack of adequate statistics and performance indicators.

Problem:  To maintain public trust and confidence in the RCMP, the response to all public
complaints of actual or perceived misconduct by RCMP members must satisfy the complainants
and demonstrate accountability to the public while respecting the rights of RCMP employees.

Strategy: All complaints should be responded to in a transparent and timely manner through either
a formal or an informal process, with a growing emphasis on resolving minor complaints through
the latter.  This involves a meeting between the employee’s supervisor and the affected parties
with a view to developing a mutually agreeable conclusion.  23

Partners: Division Staff Relations Representatives and the RCMP Public Complaints Commission.
Inputs: There are 40 senior police officers in larger divisions and detachments serving as Internal

Investigators responsible for public complaints, grievances from RCMP members, and for internal
discipline.  Elsewhere, these responsibilities are discharged on a part-time basis when required.

Outputs:  During 1997 there were 2,636 complaints made by the public under Part VII of the RCMP
Act concerning the performance of any duty of any member or other person appointed or
employed by the RCMP, whether or not the complainant was directly affected by the subject
matter of the complaint.  This number represents an increase of about 10 per cent over 1996
(2,384 complaints ) but is closer to the average for the previous five-years (2,543) and remains
well below the 1989 peak of 3,520 complaints .  Part of this increase is due to 36 complaints
arising from a single incident, the APEC summit in Vancouver (see commitment 1.7, above) and
part may be due to increased public awareness of complaints mechanisms.  Of the total number
of  public complaints, eight per cent (208) were withdrawn while 30 per cent (800) were dealt
with informally and 62 per cent (1,628) were handled by a formal process, either by a Division
Internal Affairs unit or, where appropriate, by the independent RCMP Public Complaints
Commission (PCC).  Only 15 per cent (251) of the complainants were unsatisfied and referred
their case to the PCC for review following an initial disposition by the RCMP.  Statistics were
not  available on the number of complaints in each category which were supported, whether by
the formal or informal processes.  However the ratio of total complaints (supported or otherwise)
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2.5 Increased satisfaction levels of clients and partners about RCMP services; indicated
by satisfaction expressed by clients, victims, communities, and contract jurisdictions.

to the total number of RCMP employees is 1:8 which, while higher than for 1996, is the same as
for 1995.

Outcomes: The number of public complaints mentioned above should be seen in the context of
nearly two million charges under various federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal laws, as
well as another million traffic related incidents  -   all of which is but a small proportion of the
number of formal and informal contacts made between RCMP officers and the public they serve.

Planned Improvements: Automated public complaints information systems have been implemented
in British Columbia and Alberta.  These two jurisdictions account for about 80 per cent of the
public complaints, reflecting a similar proportion of the total number of  RCMP employees. While
full statistics are not yet available consistently across the country, efforts are being made to
implement a more user-friendly automated Public Complaints Reporting System.

Problem: While coming into contact with the police is traditionally a negative event, the public and
those who meet the police as partners, volunteers, victims, witnesses, offenders and other
“clients” should be satisfied that the level and quality of services are appropriate and are
consistent with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and other standards for the human rights
enjoyed by Canadians.

Strategy: Our strategies include a quality service initiative, selection of appropriate recruits, training
and a “lifelong learning” approach, internal and public complaints processes, and surveys of public
and employee satisfaction.

Partners: Communities and community organizations.
Outputs: A comprehensive survey of the users of RCMP services and of community satisfaction was

conducted in New Brunswick during 1997, with the report from this fourth annual survey
expected to be available in late 1998.  Initial indications suggest that police officers are
responding to the earlier survey feedback through changed behaviour by becoming more sensitive
and responsive to the needs of their clients.  However, other than the New Brunswick surveys,
the RCMP has not done consistent tracking of client satisfaction.  At the level of partners and
stakeholders, we continue to receive positive responses from our contract partners.

Outcomes:  A recent Environics public opinion survey shows that 34 per cent of the public have “a
lot of confidence” in the RCMP, which is slightly higher than for local police forces and
significantly higher than for any other part of the criminal justice system.  However, while the
public and users of RCMP services appear to be satisfied, we do not yet have sufficient systematic
feedback to be used to improve the quality of our services, thereby increasing public satisfaction
even more.   From research conducted elsewhere, client satisfaction with the police appears to
vary by education (the less education then the less people are satisfied) and by age (younger
people are less satisfied) and by the type of contact  (voluntary or involuntary). 
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2.6 Contribution to a downward trend in the level of violent crime; indicated by trends in
police statistics for crime rates; trends in enforcement of Criminal Code offences; police and
community surveys of victims; partnerships with agencies engaged in reducing violent crime;
and the increased use of technology to support the investigation of crime.

ROUTINE PATROL UNCOVERS
HOMICIDE:
In Broadview, Saskatchewan, an RCMP
officer, on routine highway patrol, stopped a
car for speeding and became suspicious.
Having been trained under the National
Pipeline/ Convoy Program, he found the driver
fit the profile of a more serious offence.
Further questioning revealed a hitherto
unreported homicide in Ontario to which the
suspect made a confession. 

Planned Improvements: While we recognize the need to develop more systematic ways of obtaining
formal responses and informal input from our partners, the public and our clients (see last year’s
Performance Report, at page 33), we have also found that the costs associated with conducting
these surveys and demonstration projects are routinely fairly high.  Nonetheless, we hope to be
able to replicate baseline surveys in selected community policing pilot municipalities (e.g.,
Burnaby, BC)   So that we can discover which policing tactics work best for particular local crime
problems and under what circumstances. 

Problem: Perhaps because of media portrayals
of relatively few yet dramatic incidents,
Canadians are increasingly fearful of being
victims of violent crime, despite recent
declines its official rate.

Strategy:   We   use   law   enforcement     and
prevention strategies, family violence
programs and services, partnerships with
other agencies, information sharing (e.g.,
ViCLAS - see box), and tracking serious of
offenders released from prison.

Partners: Health Canada, Correctional Service
Canada, communities, prevention
organizations  and  other  police  agencies.

Outputs: Nationally, the number of Criminal
Code charges for violent crime (excluding
traffic) has shown a gradual downward
trend since 1991.  However, in RCMP
jurisdictions, reported violence against
persons rose slowly since 1995 and,
between 1996 and 1997 rose by eight per
cent (to 93,134).  By contrast, the national
rate for violent crime declined by just over
one percent.  As well, homicide and
attempted homicide in areas where the
RCMP provides services has been fairly
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BEST PRACTICE - ViCLAS:
The Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System
(ViCLAS) was developed by the RCMP as a
computer records system that enables police
forces with different systems to share information
on violent/serial offenders.  It compares certain
types of crimes, identifies appropriate links and
assists in identifying similarities and suspect
patterns for investigators from coast to coast.  In
1997, a paedophile who was sexually
assaulting children from New Brunswick to
BC, was arrested in Calgary.  While he used
41 different aliases and police investigated
each, it was only when ViCLAS showed the
links that police realized he used a new name
on each arrest, was considered a first-time
offender, and then moved on. 

stable over the past four years, at 333 for
1997.  Nonetheless, as can be seen in the
box, while weapons offences have
remained fairly stable, the total number of
assaults jumped between 1996 and 1997,
by five per cent.  However, most of the
increase was in Assault Level I  (“petty
offences”), which generally accounts for
two thirds of the total number of assaults.

Outcomes:  In  addition  to  continuing  law
enforcement activities in response to
violent crime, the RCMP continued to
focus attention on services to victims of
violence by assisting in the establishment
of victim and/or community services
offices, enforcing provincial guidelines
for “zero tolerance” in spousal abuse
cases, forming partnerships and
incorporating protocols with other social
agencies dealing with sensitive
investigations (e.g., child sexual abuse), and using creative problem solving practises within high-
risk communities. Many of these activities were targeted at breaking the cycle of family violence.
Finally, as shown in the accompanying box, there has been an increase in the use of  and adoption
by police agencies of the Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System (ViCLAS) as indicated by
increases in the number of “links” and series of cases, with 27,000 new cases entered during 1997
for a total of 47,000.  24

Planned Improvements: RCMP efforts will continue to respond to the concerns of Canadians about
violence in our homes, streets and communities.
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2.7 Contribution to a downward trend in the level of youth crime; indicated by trends in
police statistics for crime rates; trends in enforcement of Criminal Code offences; police and
community surveys of victims; and partnerships with other agencies engaged in diversion and
other programs.

RCMP INVESTS IN YOUTH:
Youths in Norway House, Manitoba, combat
boredom and isolation with the assistance of
RCMP members who opened a local gym. on
Friday nights for youth sports.  Other
initiatives include a school consultation group.
See Pony Express, September, 1997.
Youth in New Minas, Nova Scotia, and in
nearby First Nations communities, are helped
by the RCMP to reduce unemployment. 
See Pony Express, April, 1998. 

Problem: Despite declining crime rates, a great deal of concern has been expressed in the media and
by some opinion leaders about the nature and extent of youth crime, the perceived inadequacies
of the Young Offenders Act, and the need to “get tough” with young offenders.  

Strategy:  Zero-tolerance  for  youth  violence,
diversion  and  prevention  programs  for 
youth, partnerships with other agencies
including schools, restorative justice for
both victims and offenders, early
intervention, and using creative problem
solving practises.  The RCMP/Scouts
Canada Vocational Venturer Partnership25

and the Commissioner’s Youth Advisory
Committee are also key RCMP initiatives.

Partners: Communities, youth organizations
and prevention organizations such as the
National Crime Prevention Council
(NCPC), other police agencies, schools and
victims groups are included in our
partnerships.

Outputs: To identify the involvement of youth in crime, the only statistics available on the age of
offenders is when charges have been laid; of course the age of those who were not caught is not
known.  As well, the statistics refer to young offenders charged or not charged because, where
appropriate, alternatives to criminalization are sought. Consequently, while these figures may
represent only a small proportion of the total incidents, the number of Criminal Code charges
(excluding traffic) against young offenders has shown a gradual downward trend since 1991, by
almost 15 per cent (to 28,069) in 1997, including a decrease of five percent over 1996.  As the
number of youths not charged in 1997 illustrates (23,145, which is up by nearly two per cent over
1996), a variety of  alternatives to traditional criminal justice measures are now being used,
including diversion programs.  
Looking specifically at violent crime, the total number of young offenders charged by the RCMP
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2.8 Contribution to people’s increased sense of safety, indicated by trends in results of surveys
of Canadians.

increased slightly by about five per cent
between 1996 and 1997.  Notably, the
number of males charged continues to
decline while the number of female
young offenders charged for persons
offences increased, which has been a
trend since 1994.  The total number of
charges for all types of assaults in 1997
was the lowest since 1992.
Interestingly, assault charges against
young males continue to drop since
1994 while those against young females
have risen. Robbery charges against
young offenders, which rose markedly between 1991 and 1995, declined significantly in 1997 (by
eight per cent) although more youths were not charged than in 1996 (up by nearly 20 per cent,
to 83). Petty offence charges (known as “Assault Level I”) are increasingly being used by the
RCMP in response to youth violence. The impact is illustrated by the fact that charges for Assault
Level I against young offenders increased by one third between 1996 and 1997.  Again the
male/female pattern holds as charges in this category against male young offenders dropped in
1997 while those against female young offenders increased slightly. 

Outcomes:  The  combined  strategies of   zero-tolerance for youth violence but then not charging
suitable young offenders, such as first time offenders who have the potential for getting back on
the right path, appears to be paying off.  In particular, restorative justice initiatives, such as
Community Justice Forums and “reintegrative shaming,” have the potential for reducing
recidivism while having a positive impact on victims. 

Planned Improvements:  The  increasing involvement of  female  young offenders in both crimes
against people and against property calls for greater attention.  The promising restorative justice
programs will require rigorous testing and evaluations before they are implemented.

Problem: Being fearful hampers peoples’ lifestyles, especially for Canadians who feel most
vulnerable, including  the  elderly,  young  urban  females and disabled people.

Strategy: Our strategies focus on: (1) better informing people about the actual statistical risk of being
victimized so they can better judge their safety under different conditions, (2) public education,
awareness and advice on prevention and self protection, and (3) better responses by police, 
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2.9 Policing approaches that are responsive to the needs and culture of aboriginal
communities (including policing arrangements in the new Nunavut Territory);
indicated by trends in the use by the RCMP and aboriginal community members of
preventive, restorative measures; and satisfaction expressed by clients, victims, communities
and service providers.

especially for re-victimization (i.e., if police treat victims more sensitively then this reduces their
fear of subsequent victimization). 

Partners: Human Resources Development Canada, Justice Canada, National Crime Prevention
Council and provincial, territorial and municipal crime prevention organizations.

Outputs:  While public fears are often heightened by media sensationalism (e.g., about gang violence
or serial murderers), we continued our efforts during 1997/98 to implement community policing
as a means of ensuring more accurate public knowledge about the actual or statistical risk of
being victimized under various circumstances.  As for the RCMP response to victims of crime,
a 1996 survey in New Brunswick indicated that, overall, 81 per cent of those surveyed were
satisfied or very satisfied with the way the RCMP handled their own incident overall.

Outcomes: Opinion polls place the public’s concern with crime as a social problem among the top
ten issues to be dealt with by governments, but lower than many other problems.  Moreover,
Statistics Canada’s General Social Survey conducted in 1988 and again in 1993 (another may
take place in 1999) shows that Canadians’ fears of being victimized while walking alone at night
in their neighbourhoods remains constantly high (at 27 per cent overall), especially for elderly
Canadians (at 41 per cent), despite declining crime rates in recent years.  However, the survey
also found that 24 per cent of Canadians were victims of at least one crime in each of these years.

Planned Improvements: While community surveys are expensive, we are looking for innovative
ways to support local surveys on victimization and fear of being victimized to provide ongoing
measures of performance.  At the same time, we look forward to the 1999 national survey of
victims as part of the General Social Survey to see what changes have occurred since the
previous surveys were conducted in 1988 and 1993. 

Problem: Traditional criminal justice and policing responses are recognized as not meeting all the
needs of aboriginal peoples and should be more culturally appropriate, be based on stronger
partnerships with aboriginal communities, and address underlying social conditions. 

Strategy: Strategies include restorative justice approaches, Community Justice Forums, partnerships
 with aboriginal communities, cultural awareness and spirituality, healing and sentencing circles,
recruiting more aboriginal persons into the RCMP, and reserve policing.  26
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VISION QUEST JOURNEY A SUCCESS:
A 1,000 mile canoe trip was made by over 50
RCMP members, private citizens and First
Nations youth along the west coast of BC during
July/August, 1997, as a journey of community,
recovery and healing.  It began with a vision by
Roy Henry Vickers and Ed Hill to raise funds for
a treatment facility which will provide people from
all walks of life with the opportunity to face and
hopefully overcome their addictions.  By returning
as healthy and happy people back into society,
there will be a positive impact on the cycle of
addiction, crime and dysfunction inherent in all
communities. Their journey continues through
other communities in the quest for funds to build
the treatment facility in fulfilment of the
vision.

Partners:  Justice  Canada,  Department  of
Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, Citizenship and
Immigration Canada, Human Resources
Development Canada, National Crime
Prevention Council, and aboriginal
communities and leaders.

Outputs: Our efforts continued during
1997/98 to develop more culturally
appropriate policing approaches for the
unique needs of aboriginal communities,
including training in suicide intervention,
training in Family Group Conferencing,
and alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms.  Examples of these efforts
include the following:
& The  Aboriginal Cadet

Development Program which helps
cadets from remote and northern
areas to prepare for RCMP cadet
training and for life outside their community; it also helps to improve policing services to
aboriginal communities.

& The Aboriginal Youth Training Program enables aboriginal youth to experience summer
training, ride-a-longs and a mentoring program.

& A restorative justice training initiative fosters Community Justice Forums in aboriginal
communities, using “re-integrative shaming” to deal with youth outside the justice system.

& The RCMP Suicide Intervention Program provides training to  police and community
members in response to a devastating trend.

& The Commissioner’s National Aboriginal Advisory Committee is a forum for discussion
on recruitment, training, community relations, and other issues.

Outcomes: While the response from aboriginal communities to these initiatives has been very
positive, we have no statistics or other systematic way of  demonstrating the value of these
programs.  Nonetheless, during 1997/98, aboriginal and media attention has focussed on many
of our initiatives, such as the Vision Quest initiative (see box). In preparation for the creation of
the new Territory of Nunavut, during 1997/98 the RCMP and the Department of the Solicitor
General Canada were entering the final stage of negotiations with official representatives of
Nunavut for arrangements under which RCMP would delivery policing services across the new
Territory.  An agreement was approved during the summer of 1998.

Planned Improvements: For the next Performance report, we hope to be able to provide more
systematic evidence of the positive impact of these activities.
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The variance between the Planned Spending and the Total Authorities represents a number of factors. Additional27

authorities were received from the Treasury Board Contingencies Vote 5. Certain Internal Services costs such as
training, health services and construction were realigned to the newly approved Business Lines, including National
Police Services. However, the most significant variance came about as the consequence of realigning resources under
the proper Business Line to give a more accurate picture of the true costs associated with administering this Business
Line. Finally, all authorities were expended in 1997/98.
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Forensic
Laboratory
Services

Canadian Police CollegeCriminal Intelligence
Service Canada

Canadian Police
Information
Centre

Business Line Resource Inputs

Human Resources  (actual FTEs utilized) -   1,697 (9.6% of total FTEs)

Financial Resources -
Planned Spending (Estimates Part III)           $284,900,000
Total Authorities           $194,336,000
1997-98 Actual Spending           $194,336,000

3. National Police Services:27

99 RCMP Objective: Safe home and safe communities.

99 Strategic priority: To provide Canadians with law enforcement investigative tools and
information.

The RCMP’s National Police Services (NPS) are the “glue” which helps to provide an integrated
national law enforcement system among the networked police community spread across a
geographically immense and diverse country.  NPS provides investigative, scientific, technical and
educational information and services which are essential for the timely, efficient and effective
operation of Canada’s law enforcement agencies, from large provincial or municipal police
services to small, local ones.  The RCMP is also the largest user and consumes approximately 30
per cent of these services.
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3.1 Nation-wide coverage for the RCMP’s enhanced DNA analysis reporting service;
indicated by the full implementation of the DNA analysis service across the Forensic
Laboratory Services and the average turnaround time for analysis.

ACCUSED ADMITS GUILT; INNOCENT
SUSPECT EXONERATED BY DNA TEST:
In October 1997, an accused was found guilty of
first degree murder and attempted murder. During
the investigation, an initial suspect, who resembled
the physical description of the actual  perpetrator,
was exonerated through DNA test results. The
accused had terrorized the community through
taunting calls to the police, theft of the deceased’s
headstone and a note tossed through a window.
However, a DNA sample from a bite mark on the
murder victim was matched with the accused though
DNA results, a fingerprint was found on tape
attached to the note, and fibres from the body of the
murder victim were identified as being the same as
carpet fibres from the trunk of the accused’s vehicle.

Problem: Crucial evidence in support of
police investigations increasingly
requires sophisticated, expensive and
rapidly     changing       technologies.

Strategy:   Our   main    strategies     are:
(1) introducing the second generation
DNA methodology in all six forensic
laboratory facilities, (2) preparing for
the DNA Data Base (pursuant to the
new DNA Identification Act), and  (3)
reducing the turnaround time for the
analysis of DNA samples, suspected
counterfeit banknotes, travel and
other documents.

Partners: Canadian police investigators,
Crown prosecutors, federal
departments and agencies, and
provincial governments.

Inputs:      During   1997/98,       Forensic
Laboratory Services employed 315 scientists, technologists and administrative personnel
operating in six regional facilities across Canada, with a total cost of  $26 million.

Outputs: Over the 1997/98 fiscal year,  some 28,994 cases were submitted for forensic examination,
of which 1,216 (4.2 per cent) involved counterfeit documents potentially associated with
organized crime and 2,422 (8.4 per cent) of the cases involved violent crime.  The volume of
DNA cases submitted for analysis remained at about 2,000 per year, limited only by the available
resources, while the average turnaround time was six months.  During 1997/98, further progress
was made towards formal recognition of the already high standards of Forensic Laboratory
Services which will involve meeting the standards of the Standards Council of Canada’s
“Laboratory Accreditation Program for Forensic Testing” and being accredited to the
International Organization for Standards (i.e., the “ISO Standards”).  Training was completed and
the rigorous application process was initiated. 

Outcomes:  Broader outcomes include cost savings of court time, especially when conclusive DNA
analysis evidence brings about a guilty plea.  For example, the Crown prosecutor in a sexual
assault case estimated that DNA evidence saved about 10 days of court time as well as 
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3.2 Enhanced client access to the RCMP’s  criminal history, fingerprint and firearms
records; indicated by increased satisfaction by users of  Canadian Police Information Centre
(CPIC) databases and services.

PIECES SOLVE THE PUZZLE:
On January 2, 1996, the Ontario Provincial
Police were called to investigate human
remains, two arms and a portion of one leg,
found in West Carleton Township. Late that
evening, fingerprints from one of the hands
were brought to the RCMP Latent Fingerprint
Section and the task of matching the prints on
the Automated Fingerprint Identification
System (AFIS) began. The work continued
into the next day, resulting in a positive
identification which enabled the investigation
to proceed quickly, preventing the responsible
parties from destroying valuable evidence.
The efforts of both police forces resulted in
the arrest of two persons within the week.

prosecution preparation time.  As well, innocent persons can be eliminated from suspicion before
going to court (see box) or exonerated subsequently by DNA evidence.28

Planned Improvements:  With  training for accreditation completed and the application for
accreditation of three of the six forensic laboratory facilities expected to be completed during
1998/99 (which will release personnel for analysis), then the proof of quality and credibility of
services provided is expected to be further enhanced.  In addition,  turnaround times are expected
to be reduced and/or the volume of cases processed will increase. However, resources are being
reallocated internally to address the DNA backlog.  An RCMP internal review of the DNA
program, being conducted during 1998/99, will provide more comprehensive information in next
year’s Performance Report.  Attempts will be made to summarize client satisfaction information
provided when evidence is returned to clients following analysis.

Problem:  Police   personnel  across  Canada
require accurate and timely police
information to ensure efficient and
effective law enforcement and other
police services that contribute to safer
homes  and  communities for Canadians.

Strategy: Our  ongoing   strategies    include
  1) ensuring a rapid turnaround time

for information requests, (2) ensuring
the reliability, validity and quality of
information provided, and (3)
enhancing the capacity of services to
handle the demand for existing
services as well as the growing
demand for new services.

Partners: Over 400 police agencies as well as
federal and provincial departments and
agencies linked through these services
form the backbone of Canada’s
networked police community.
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3.3 Effective and timely sharing of high quality criminal intelligence on organized crime;
indicated by levels of satisfaction expressed by key partners with the sharing of quality of
criminal intelligence facilitated by Criminal Intelligence Service Canada (CISC).

Inputs:  Human and financial resources of $22.5 million and 521 personnel support the 2,800 links
through “NPS Net” (the National Police Services Net).

Outputs: Criminal History Information associated with about 2.8 million individuals continued to
be maintained during 1997/98.  On average, in excess of 17 million queries are conducted
annually for criminal history information and over 600,000 criminal record updates are completed.
In 1997/98,  approximately 260,000 fingerprint  searches were conducted in the National
Fingerprint Repository in response to both criminal and civil inquiries.  In addition, approximately
15,000 crime scene fingerprint cases were processed against the national database.  This resulted
in 1,499 criminals being identified by the central operation in Ottawa and another 1,366 criminals
identified through 12 Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) sites across Canada.

Outcomes:   The results of this information being available to Canadian law enforcement agencies
include more timely law enforcement and police investigations, thereby contributing to more
efficient and effective policing services for Canadians.

Planned Improvements:  With appropriate technologies, expertise and a base system in place,
additional financial investments are required to safeguard, expand (e.g., ViCLAS) and enhance
the information technology systems that provide these essential information services to Canadian
police.  This is because current levels and quality of service are in danger of rusting out, being
overtaken by obsolescence, or falling short of the demand.  Cost sharing and cost recovery
options have been proposed and a national consultation led by the Department of the Solicitor
General may resolve some of the funding and governance issues which remain.

Problem: The sharing of timely, accurate and reliable criminal intelligence on organized crime
groups is critical for effective responses by Canadian law enforcement agencies in combatting the
major crime threats to Canadian society, especially organized crime.

Strategy: The cornerstone of the Criminal Intelligence Service Canada (CISC) strategy is the
gathering and sharing of high quality criminal intelligence through strong  partnerships with
Canadian and international law enforcement agencies.

Partners:  CISC is composed of over 180 partner agencies involved in the fight against organized
crime and continues to forge new partnerships. 

Inputs: Financial and human resources for 1997/98 were nearly $1 million and 14 personnel, as well
as six police personnel seconded to the Ottawa bureau and others who maintain the provincial bureaux.
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3.4 Enhanced advanced training, research and library information services; indicated by
increased use and satisfaction by clients with training, research and library information
services provided by the Canadian Police College (CPC).

Outputs:  In 1997/98, CISC continued to: (1)  build bridges with both current  and  new  partners;
(2) focussed on sharing intelligence with partners regarding ongoing National Priorities (Asian-
based,    Aboriginal-based,    Eastern  European-based   and   Traditional    Organized Crime);
(3) attended to emerging issues, especially the organized sexual victimization of children and
organized crime in marine ports; (4) monitored and reported on the use in Quebec, Ontario and
Alberta of the new Anti-Gang legislation; (5) continued to install Automated Criminal Intelligence
Information System (ACIIS II) terminals across Canada and  rolled-out the second version of the
system to more than 60 agencies, providing them with access to more than 100,000 files on
organized crime; (6) hosted an Annual Organized Crime Workshop to national acclaim; and (7)
hosted meetings, workshops and training sessions in support of the ongoing National Strategy
on Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs.  In partnership with the RCMP Criminal Intelligence Directorate,
CISC jointly produced  the Annual Report on Organized Crime in Canada.  29

Outcomes:  Because   criminal   intelligence   contributes  to  the   success  of   law   enforcement
investigations conducted by our partners, it is difficult to estimate the broader impact of CISC
activities.  However, our partners overwhelmingly express their satisfaction with CISC outputs.
A further indicator is the strong support given by Canada’s networked police community for
CISC’s national leadership role in intelligence on organized crime and in coordinating the
establishment of national law enforcement priorities for organized crime.

Planned Improvements: The possibility, explored in 1997/98, of partnering with private industry
to develop new technology will be examined further in the coming year.  New international
partnerships will be forged in response to the growing globalization of organized crime. CISC will
redeploy resources toward the emerging issues of the organized sexual victimization of children
and of organized crime in marine ports.

Problem:  To ensure high standards of policing across Canada, the police community needs
specialized operational, administration and management training delivered at a national level in
a timely, accessible and cost-effective manner.

Strategy:  Emerging strategies include (1) seeking off-site delivery for training and learning
opportunities, (2) continuing validation of the relevance of the training program, (3) developing
cost-sharing and cost-recovery options,  and (4) strengthening cost recovery options.
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Partners: Federal, provincial and territorial governments, over 400 Canadian police forces and other
law  enforcement  agencies,  and international  police  agencies  are  among our   CPC partners.

Inputs: In 1997/98, human resources totalled 74 personnel (plus three paid secondments from
Canadian police forces) while financial resources were $6.5 million.  As well, over 9,000 hours
of lecture time is provided free annually by Canadian police partners.

Outputs: The CPC offers 37 courses annually which are delivered against a rigorous course training
standard.  Courses vary in length from five days to twelve weeks after which students who meet
the standards are accredited.  During 1997/98, 2,488 police personnel received CPC training
(down by 7 per cent over 1996/97), including 339 who were off site.  This represents over 29,000
training days delivered to the Canadian police community.  RCMP employees represent 27 per
cent of course participants.  As well, the CPC was instrumental in creating the Canadian
Association of Police Academy Directors to reduce overlap in courses offered  and to maintain
uniform standards nationally.  Finally, distance learning opportunities are being developed, with
one now offered via the Internet.  The CPC Library is also seeking to provide its services through
the Internet, to further its support to students and the police community.

Outcomes: While we currently have no systematic data gathering for post-course evaluations, the
recipients of CPC training are generally very satisfied. An external validation study of 24 courses
identified very high and outstanding ratings of specialized courses in particular. Broader outcomes
include an increase in the overall knowledge and expertise of the Canadian networked police
system and a more effective contribution to safe homes and safe communities.

Planned Improvements:  Partnerships in the delivery of courses are being explored with private
industry, military police, and colleges and universities across Canada.  While focussing
increasingly on core courses and services, to keep up with emerging crime trends courses are also
being developed on high-tech crime and cybercrime.  Cost recovery obligations will encourage
the development of innovative measures to ensure budget targets are respected while maintaining
the customary high level and quality of service.  As well, learning instruments are being modified
to reflect emerging technologies and the needs of a more diverse clientele.
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When interpreting the Resource Inputs box, please note that, with 92 RCMP members on peacekeeping missions for30

all or part of 1997/98, with others replacing them on a rotational basis  and with 20 personnel managing the delivery
of Canada’s participation in peacekeeping missions and other international police services, it is difficult to calculate the
exact number of FTEs deployed.
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Business Line Resource Inputs

Human Resources  (actual FTEs utilized) -  67 

Financial Resources -
Planned Spending (Estimates Part III) $     0
Total Authorities $1,006,000
1997-98 Actual Spending $1,006,000

4. Peacekeeping Services:30

9  RCMP Objective:  Safe home and safe communities.

9 Strategic priority: To provide Canadians with civilian police for peacekeeping missions

On behalf of the Canadian Government, the RCMP manages the participation of Canadian police
personnel in civilian police peacekeeping missions.  Decisions to deploy Canadian civilian police
peacekeepers to assist countries experiencing internal conflict are made by Cabinet, pursuant to
the Government’s foreign policy on peacekeeping which routinely falls under a United Nations
(UN) mandate.
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4.1 Timely and cost-effective provision of civilian police personnel for peacekeeping
missions, in fulfilment of Canada’s international commitments, indicated by the
deployment of an agreed number of Canadian police personnel for the length of Canada’s
commitment to each mission’s mandate and by  the timely and cost-effective selection,
training, deployment and supplying of personnel without being a burden on domestic policing
requirements.

Problem: Internal conflict in overseas countries requiring Canadian participation in civilian police
peacekeeping efforts by the international community are usually unpredictable and require
significant deployment, training and logistical support and management.

Strategy: Key strategies include   (1) anticipating possible peacekeeping missions,  (2) ensuring a
readily available pool of suitable personnel,   (3) enhancing  training  prior to deployment and  (4)
ensuring  adequate  resourcing  for  the  effective  and  efficient management of  the program.

Partners:  Canadian participation in peacekeeping operations is coordinated in partnership with the
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT), the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA), the Department of National Defence (DND), the United Nations
(UN), the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), and 17 Canadian police
agencies who contribute police officers for peacekeeping missions, including the RCMP.

Inputs: $7.9 million, through funding agreements with CIDA, and 67 FTEs constitute our resources.
Outputs: During 1997/98, Canadian civilian police personnel participated in the following missions:

& Haiti - 100 Canadians served in the UN Support Mission until May, 1997, followed by the
UN Transition Mission for a six-month period (60 Canadians) and then the UN Police
Mission (24 Canadians).

& Bosnia - 30 Canadians served as either International Police Task Force Monitors or as 
Human Rights Investigators.

& Guatemala - the UN Verification Mission in Guatemala included five Canadians. 
& Western Sahara - Canada provided four police personnel and the Civilian Police

Commissioner for the UN Mission for the Referendum.
& Croatia - one Canadian served as the senior police advisor for the Organization for Security

and Cooperation in Europe. 
& The Hague - two  crime  analysts  assisted  the   International   Tribunal   for  the   Former

Yugoslavia
& Central African Republic - one Canadian police officer assessed the civilian police needs

for a UN peacekeeping mission
Management activities focussed on the on-time and with-in budget preparation and delivery of
personnel.  
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COMMUNITY POLICING EXPORTED: 
Canadian police on peacekeeping missions are
introducing community policing principles and
practices to local police,  demonstrating how
important it is for police to work in partnership
with their local communities and to collaborate
with them when solving crime and other
problems.  There is a growing international
recognition of Canada’s role in fostering
community policing in countries experiencing
internal conflict, especially when these
approaches are foreign to both the local police
and to the traditional repertoire of civilian
peacekeepers.

REVIEW OF RCMP PARTICIPATION
IN UNITED NATIONS MISSIONS :
A 1996/97 review assessed the impact of UN
Peacekeeping Missions on the RCMP’s
domestic responsibilities and financial
resources.  Overall, the review found the UN
peacekeeping program to be a success, but
identified opportunities for improvement in
program administration in terms of internal
communication, as well as pre-mission selection
and preparation, post-mission monitoring, and
financial accounting processes.

Other outputs include:
� A formal training developed for

negotiation, mediation, conflict
resolution and problem solving
skills. 

� Critical Incident Response Teams,
a Health Services Psychologist, and
a Member Assistance Program
Coordinator were established to
assist RCMP officers who
experienced traumatic incidents. 

� A national seminar identified the
risks associated with Canadian
participation in civilian police
peacekeeping missions and the
action necessary to reduce or
minimize their impact.

Outcomes:  Under RCMP  management, Canadian police personnel, successfully fulfilled Canada’s
international commitments during 1997/98 for a growing number of UN  missions without
incident.  We successfully selected, trained and deployed all Canadian police personnel in a
timely fashion, to meet the rotational demands of each mission (usually every six months).  All
direct costs associated with peacekeeping missions, covered through agreements with CIDA,
were within budget. The benefit to the 17 police agency partners of increased knowledge, skills
and abilities of their members as a result of being deployed on peacekeeping duties outweighs
any perceived short-term inconvenience to domestic policing requirements. Negotiation,
mediation, conflict resolution and problem-solving skills that were consolidated during
peacekeeping missions, later on enhance domestic service delivery through a broader
understanding of human rights, cultural sensitivity and conflict resolution on return to Canada.

Planned  Improvements:  The   success     of
Canadian participation in civilian police
peacekeeping missions is shaped by
external factors over which the RCMP has
no control, including the nature and scope
of internal conflict in the foreign country,
the professionalism, leadership, standards
and training of the foreign country’s
police, and the willingness of that country’s
citizens to be policed by their own police
force.  Consequently clear results   -   such
as lasting peace  -  may not be achievable
as an outcome of a peacekeeping mission.
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4.2 Satisfaction of the international authority for civilian peacekeeping and other missions
to whom the RCMP is accountable, indicated by satisfaction with Canadian police
personnel expressed by the international authority responsible for each peacekeeping or non-
peacekeeping mission and by key partners in peacekeeping .

4.3 Enhancement of Canada’s international reputation; indicated by the  RCMP’s continued
participation in, and effective management of, Canada’s civilian police peacekeeping and other
government-directed, international policing services.

Problem: The timely selection and delivery of Canadian police personnel with the knowledge, skills,
abilities and language profile necessary to meet the needs of peacekeeping and other international
police missions is a continuing challenge.

Strategy:   We  manage  the  program  efficiently  and  cost-effectively  on behalf of Government.
Partners:   DFAIT,   CIDA,   DND,   the UN,   OSCE,  and participating  Canadian  police  forces.
Inputs:   As for the previous commitment.
Outputs: The core output is the timely delivery of Canadian police personnel with the knowledge,

skills, abilities and language profile necessary to meet the needs of peacekeeping and other
international police missions under the terms of agreements with DFAIT and CIDA, pursuant to
the foreign policy of the Government of Canada.

Outcomes: Formal letters expressing satisfaction with Canada’s role  and the RCMP’s management
of Canada’s civilian police participation in missions have been received from the UN Civilian
Police Commissioner for the UN peacekeeping mission in the Western Sahara, the Deputy
Commissioner for Bosnia, and the senior civilian official for OSCE mission.  A new, monthly
reporting system has been implemented to ensure that Canadian peacekeeping partners (DFAIT,
CIDA) are satisfied with the nature, scope and timeliness of information on peacekeeping
missions.  As well, a service delivery survey of partners was conducted which shows overall
satisfaction with the RCMP management of  Canada’s  civilian  police peacekeeping program.

Planned Improvements: Improvements in communications will be pursued next year.  Efforts will
 be  made  to  improve  the  reporting  of  client  satisfaction,   especially  by  our  key   partners.

Problem: The high profile nature of peacekeeping missions means that our performance is under
close media and international scrutiny. 
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CANADIANS IN LEADERSHIP ROLES: 
Because of their outstanding performance,
Canadians are increasingly being asked to serve in
leadership roles in UN peacekeeping missions. 
During 1997/98, these included requests to provide
an RCMP officer to be the civilian police
Commissioner for the Western Sahara, an RCMP
officer to conduct the needs assessment in the
Central African Republic, and the Deputy
Commissioner for the UN Mission in Bosnia.
See articles on peacekeeping in the RCMP’s national news
magazine, Pony Express, May, 1998.

Strategy:   Our  key  strategy  is to ensure
that RCMP senior officers and other
personnel are of the highest calibre in
terms of experience, expertise and
leadership qualities.

Partners:  RCMP  senior   management. 
Inputs: As for the previous commitment.
Outputs: As for the previous 
commitment.
Outcomes: The successful management

by the RCMP of Canada’s contribution to
UN missions during 1997/98 resulted in
an increased demand for Canadian police
personnel in peacekeeping and for
Canadian leadership in missions, thereby
indicating support for the international reputation of the RCMP.

Planned Improvements: Efforts will be made to ensure the emerging leadership cadre is
strengthened through continuous learning and development opportunities.
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Financial Tables 5, 8, 12 and 14
do not apply to the RCMP
and are therefore omitted

When reading these following Financial Tables and the Resource Inputs boxes found earlier in
this report, please note that -
-  Planned Spending represents the original appropriations as tabled in the 1997/98 Estimates
      Part III.
-  Total Authorities represent Planned Spending plus new authorities such as Supplementary

Estimates and releases from Treasury Board Vote 5.
- Actual Spending represents the actual dollars spent against the particular authority and as

disclosed in the 1997/98 Public Accounts documents. 

Section IV: 

Financial Performance
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Financial Table 1: Summary of Voted Appropriations
___________________________________________________________________________________________
A. Authorities for 1997-98  - Part II of the Estimates

Financial Requirements by Authority (millions of dollars)
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Vote         1997-98             1997-98 1997-98

Total   Total Actual
Planned             Authorities

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

35 Operating expenditures 771.3 936.6 942.3
40 Capital expenditures 120.9 115.5 115.4
(S) Pensions and other employee benefits - Members of the Force 208.9 213.0 213.0
(S) Contribution to employee benefit plans  17.3  17.3   17.3

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Department         1,118.4         1,282.4          1,288.0
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Notes: Total Authorities are main estimates plus supplementary estimates plus other authorities.
Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.
There was also $6.8 million in spending of proceeds from disposal of surplus Crown assets.
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Financial Table 2: Comparison of Total Planned Spending to Actual Spending

Departmental Planned versus Actual Spending by Business Line (millions of dollars)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
          Subtotal:           Statutory                      Less                                        

   Business Lines                                                         Voted Grants                  Gross         Grants       Total        Revenue              Total
                  and                         Voted              and     Gross    Credited to                          Net

FTEs    Operating Capital          Contributions    Expenditures   Contributions   Expenditures           the Vote Expenditures   
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Federal Policing Services   (Planned) 5056 441.7 10.6 0.0 452.3 0.0 452.3 0.0 452.3  
 (Authorized) 546.1 19.1 0.3 565.5 13.0 578.5 0.0 578.5

      (Actual) 5142 546.1 19.1 0.3 565.5 13.0    578.5 0.0 578.5

Contract Policing Services 9613 770.5 46.7 0.0 817.2 0.0 817.2         (715.3) 101.9
928.1 67.8    0.7 996.6 23.8 1,020.4  (731.1) 289.3

11075 934.0 67.7 0.5 1,002.2 23.8 1,026.0  (731.1) 294.9

National Police Service 2799 247.4 37.2 0.0 284.6 0.0 284.6      (3.4) 281.2
171.2 19.2 0.3 190.7 3.6 194.3      (2.9) 191.4

1697 171.2 19.2 0.3 190.7 3.6 194.3      (2.9) 191.4

Internal Services 2427 216.1 26.4 1.4 243.9 39.1 283.0       0.0 283.0
215.0 9.4 0.1 224.5 4.5 229.0       0.0 229.0

2423 215.0 9.4 0.1 224.5 4.5 229.0       0.0 229.0

Peacekeeping 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0       0.0    0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0       0.0    1.0

67 1.0      0.0      0.0 1.0  0.0 1.0              0.0    1.0
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

19,895 1,675.7 120.9      1.4 1,798.0 39.1 1,837.1     (718.7) 1,118.4
1,861.4 115.5      1.4 1,978.3 44.9 2,023.2 (734.0) 1,289.2

20,404 1,867.3 115.4      1.2 1,983.9 44.9 2,028.8 (734.0) 1,294.8)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

(Table 2 continued on next page)
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Financial Table 2, continued:

Other Revenue and Expenditure
Revenue credited to the Consolidated Revenue Fund (18.0)

        (22.9)
     (23.7)

Cost of services by other Departments 218.2
    218.2
    218.2

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Net Cost of the Program  1,318.6
 1,484.5
 1,489.3

                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   
Notes:
Due to rounding, columns may not add up to totals shown.
Numbers in regular print are planned expenditures, those in italics are authorized and those in bold print are actual for the year.
Authorities includes main estimates, supplementary estimates and other authorities.
Supplementary estimates and other authorities include money for APEC, IPOC, Treasury Board Vote 5, etc.
Operating includes contributions to employee benefit plans.

Due to a major internal reorganization of reporting structures, this and other tables necessarily reflect two different allocations depending on when the
originating documents were approved. The 1995/96 actuals and 1997/98 planned expenditures were produced according to the old Operational Plan
Framework (OPF) and the other numbers according to the Planning, Reporting and Accountability Structure (PRAS). For comparison purposes, it
should be recognized that information by business line may vary.
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Financial Table 3: Historical Comparison of Total Spending to Actual Spending

Departmental Planned versus Actual Spending by Business Line (millions of dollars)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Planned Total
Business Lines Actual Actual Spending Authorities Actual               

1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98 1997-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Federal Policing Services 537.1   584.7 452.3     578.5   578.5

Contract Policing Services 777.7 1,006.1 817.2  1,020.4 1,026.0

National Police Services 288.5   186.3 284.6     194.3    194.3

Internal Services 391.2   221.2 283.0     229.0    229.0

Peacekeeping     9.1       0.9      0.0         1.0        1.0
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Gross Expenditures      2,003.6 1,999.2    1,837.1  2,023.2  2,028.8
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Notes: 
Due to rounding totals may not add to totals shown.
Due to a major internal reorganization of reporting structures, this and other tables necessarily reflect two different allocations depending on when the
originating documents were approved. The 1995/96 actuals and 1997/98 planned expenditures were produced according to the old Operational Plan
Framework (OPF) and the other numbers according to the Planning, Reporting and Accountability Structure (PRAS). For comparison purposes, it
should be recognized that information by business line may vary.
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Financial Table 4: Crosswalk between Former (Operational Plan Framework) Structure
and New (Planning, Reporting and Accountability) Structure
(actuals, in $ millions)

NEW STRUCTURE

OLD STRUCTURE

FEDERAL CONTRACT NATIONAL  INTERNAL PEACE-
POLICING POLICING  POLICE SERVICES KEEPING
SERVICES SERVICES SERVICES SERVICES FTE’s % of Total FTEs

Old Structure

Total ($$$)

 OPERATIONS

 PROTECTIVE

 LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES

365.9    834.2    1.8     2.3 0.0  1,204.2 14,063 59.4%

130.7       2.1    0.3

 22.8     81.6 175.9     1.3 0.0     281.6   2,821 13.9%

    0.4 0.0     133.5   1,041  6.6%

 CORPORATE MANAGEMENT    2.7       4.9    0.7   14.8 0.0      50.1      533  2.5%

 ADMINISTRATION  56.4    103.2   15.6 183.2 1.0    359.4   1,946 17.7%

                     New Structure
                                    Total  ($$$) 578.5 1,026.0 194.3 229.0 1.0 2,028.8

                                              FTEs 5,142 11,075 1,697 2,423 67 20,404

                         % of TOTAL FTEs 28.5% 50.6% 9.6% 11.3% n/a 100%
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Financial Table 6: Revenues Credited to the Vote 

Revenues Credited to the Vote by Business Line ($millions)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Planned Total
Actual Actual Spending Authorities Actual
1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98 1997-98

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Federal Policing Services 0.0    0.0 0.0   0.0    0.0

Contract Policing Services
Community, Contract and
Aboriginal Policing Service   730.0 738.3 715.3 731.1 731.1

National Police Services
Informatics       2.5     2.8    3.4    2.9     2.9

Internal Services 0.0     0.0    0.0    0.0     0.0

Peacekeeping       0.0     0.0    0.0    0.0     0.0

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Revenues Credited to the Vote   732.5  741.1 718.7 734.0 734.0
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Financial Table 7: Revenues Credited to the Consolidated Revenue Fund (CRF) 

Revenues Credited to the Consolidated Revenue Fund by Business Line ($millions)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Planned Total
Business Lines Actual Actual Spending Authorities Actual

1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98 1997-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Federal Policing Services 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Policing Services 1.6 2.8 1.2 1.2 1.2

National Police Services 0.9 1.2 2.6 2.6 2.8

Internal Services              16.1      16.3       14.2           14.2                        14.8

Peacekeeping 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Subtotal             18.6       20.3           18.0           18.0         18.8
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Unplanned 5.9   5.4           0.0                   4.9                          4.9
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Revenues Credited to CRF 24.5 25.7        18.0 22.9     23.7
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note: Unplanned revenue represents credits from disposal of surplus Crown assets.
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Financial Table 9:  Transfer Payments ($millions)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Planned Total
Actual Actual Spending Authorities Actual
1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98 1997-98

                                                                                                                                                                                                                

GRANTS
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Veterans Association 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
International Association of Chiefs of Police      0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Survivors of members killed on duty      0.6 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.9

Statutory
Pensions and other Employee Benefits

Pensions under the RCMP Continuation Act 28.5 26.5 30.0 32.6 32.6
To compensate members of the RCMP for injuries

   received in the performance of duty 9.2 10.6 9.0 12.2 12.2
Pensions to families of members of the RCMP who

        have lost their lives while on duty 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Total Grants 38.3 37.9 40.1 45.9 45.8

CONTRIBUTIONS
Contributions to non-RCMP candidates attending

   Canadian Police College courses 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Total Contributions 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Transfer Payments 38.6 38.2 40.5 46.3 46.1
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Financial Table 10: Capital Spending

Capital Spending by Business Line ($millions)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Planned Total
Business Lines Actual Actual Spending Authorities Actual

1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98 1997-98
                                                                                                                                                                                                                
     

Federal Policing Services 26.6 26.4 10.6 19.1 19.1

Contract Policing Services 62.8 71.7 46.7 67.8 67.7

National Police Services 44.0 18.5 37.2 19.2 19.2

Internal Services 47.5 7.8 26.4 9.4 9.4

Peacekeeping  0.0 0.0   0.0 0.0 0.0
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Capital Spending    180.9         124.4 120.9       115.5    115.4
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note: Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.
1995-96 total includes Minor Capital, which became part of Operating Budgets in subsequent years.
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Financial Table 11: Capital Projects

Capital Projects by Business Line ($millions)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Current Planned Total
Business Lines Estimated Actual Actual Spending Authorities Actual

Total Cost 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98 1997-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Federal Policing Services
Ontario - “O” Division Radio Replacement (a) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ontario - “A” Division RMOCCS 5.2 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0
National - CIIDS Development 1.7 1.4 1.4 0.6 1.7 1.7
National - CIIDS Implementation 5.5 2.6 1.4 2.6 2.1 2.1
National - Mobile Workstation/SPURS 2.1 2.0 1.6 2.0 2.1 2.1
National - NPSNet 35.2 5.4 15.2 4.7 8.1 8.1

Contract Policing Services
Saskatoon, SK - District HQ Building 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dauphin, MB - Sub-Division Building 5.4 1.6 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Thompson, MB - Sub-Division Building (b) 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Prince George, BC - District HQ Building 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.5
BC - Modernization LMD © 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BC - Modernization IBCCS 2.5 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.4
NB & NS - Voice Privacy System 1.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
AB - Modernization of Informatics Equipment (d) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
National - Aircraft Acquisition 3.9 2.5 3.6 3.9 1.1 1.1
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Financial Table 11, continued:

National Police Services      
Ottawa, ON - Forensic Lab Addition (e) 21.5 0.4 0.3 9.7 1.9 1.9
Ottawa, ON -Workstation Replacement 4.9 0.2 0.2 0.9 1.0 1.0
Ottawa, ON - Disk Storage Replacement 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2
Ottawa, ON - Mainframe Replacement/Upgrade 10.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 3.2
National - Telecomns Equipment Replacement/
upgrades 39.6 8.0 7.3 6.6 7.0 7.0

National - Criminal History Automation 13.1 5.0 2.7 9.6 5.4 5.4

Internal Services
Edmonton, AB - Division HQ Building 42.6 2.7 17.3 15.8 17.2 17.2
Yellowknife, NT - Division HQ Building (f) 8.4 0.5 4.7 3.0 3.8 3.8
Whitehorse, YT - Division HQ Building (g) 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3
Ottawa, ON - HQ Renovations (h) 19.4 0.3 0.3 1.9 0.7 0.7
Regina, SK - Centralized Training Facility (j) 5.1 0.0 0.4 4.1 5.5 5.5
Halifax, NS - Division HQ Building 23.8 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2

Peacekeeping

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Notes: (a) project no longer in planning horizon
(b) this project is now to be leased rather than constructed
(c) now a lease project
(d) now part of the Telecomns Equipment Upgrade project
(e) tendering process delayed
(f) changes to project scope resulted in higher costs
(g) PPA to be applied for in 1998/99
(h) PPA granted
(j) TB approved increase in planned spending of $2 million
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Financial Table 13: Loans, Investments and Advances

Loans, Investments and Advances by Business Line ($millions)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Planned Total
Business Lines Actual Actual Spending Authorities Actual

1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98 1997-98
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Loans

Federal Policing Services 0.0 3.0 1.5 5.7 5.7

Contract Policing Services 0.0 5.3 2.6 2.6 2.6

National Police Services 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4

Internal Services 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5

Peacekeeping 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Loans 0.0 10.0 5.0 9.2 9.2
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note: The $9.2 million is comprised of two loans: 
$5,000,000 for “K” Division HQ. Repayments at $6,134,000 for three years begin in 1998/99.
$4,192,000 for IPOC loan.
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Financial Table 15: Contingent Liabilities

Contingent Liabilities (millions of dollars)
     List of Contingent Liabilities

March 31 March 31 Current as of
1996 1997 March 31, 1998

Claims and Pending and Threatened Litigation
Damage to Property 0.6 0.6 0.2
Damage to Property and Physical Injury 0.1 3.0 0.5
Damage to Property, Loss of Income, Physical Injury 0.1 0.0 0.0
Loss of Income 0.9 5.8 5.6
Loss of Income, Physical Injury, Defamation of Character 4.1 0.4 0.0
Loss of Income, Loss of Companionship & Emotional Stress,
      Loss of Family Home 2.6 2.6 2.6
Physical and/or Mental Injury 2.5 2.8 2.1
Defamation of Character 1.1 2.5 2.7
Assets in Custody 0.1 0.1 0.0
Breach of Contract 0.4 0.3 0.8
False Arrest/Seizure and/or Malicious Prosecution 10.4 16.3 8.1
False Arrest, Excessive Force & Harassment 0.3 0.4 0.3
Wrongful Arrest & Imprisonment, Loss of Income,
     General and Property Damage 13.7 13.7 4.0
Seizure under Customs Act 0.1 0.1 0.0
Wrongful Assessment by Supervisor/Wrongful Dismissal 1.6 1.6 0.1
Breach of Charter of Rights 46.2 51.2 0.0
Pursuant to Civil Actions 0.0 0.1 0.1
Damages 37.5 39.4 34.2
Negligence 5.0 5.7 6.0
Breach of Solicitor General Responsibility 1.0 0.7 0.0
Motor Vehicle Accidents 1.2 0.5 0.0
Excessive Force 1.3 0.9 0.1
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total 130.8 146.0 67.4
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Section V:

Consolidated Reporting
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Sustainable Development

Current Status:  In December, 1997 the RCMP Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS)
was tabled in the House along with 27 other federal department strategies.

Key Sustainable Development Goals/Objectives/Long-Term Targets: Phase Two of the 
sustainable development process, which is the implementation of the strategy through the
development of an Environmental Action Plan (EAP), is now underway.  The EAP will
provide the framework for the implementation of the commitments and the means for a
national  roll-up for monitoring,  measuring and reporting of the SDS to the Office of the
Auditor General.  

Performance Indicators or Performance Measurement Strategy:  The RCMP is also part of
the interdepartmental working group developing performance indicators for nine
environmental issues (water, energy, procurement, fleet, tanks, contamination, hazardous
waste, solid waste, ozone depleting substances).  

Targets for the Reporting Period: Targets have not been set because the necessary
 information systems that would provide this information are not yet in place. 

Progress to Date and any Corrective Action: The RCMP SDS achieved a rating of 86%
following an audit by the Commissioner of the Environment on Sustainable Development
(OAG).  The areas where improvements could be attained relate to external consultation
with our shareholders and partners on the RCMP strategy and to setting targets with
percentages for reducing our targets.  Both these areas of concern will be addressed over the
next 3 years.  A conference of RCMP Environmental Coordinators is scheduled for
November, 1998 when targets will be developed.

  Fuel Storage Tanks

The reporting requirements for storage tanks fall under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act
at section 54 (1) which requires all federal departments to register their storage tanks by October 30,
1997 and to provide an annual report.  Of the two options available, the RCMP chose to provide an
annual report to Environment Canada by April 30 of each year and indicated this through written
notification by February 1st, 1998.  Accordingly, the RCMP report on storage tanks for the year ending
December 31, 1997 was submitted to Environment Canada by April 30, 1998. 

Regulatory Initiatives

In 1997, the RCMP aligned its regulatory framework (RCMP Regulations and Commissioner’s
Standing Orders) with the requirements of its new structure which reflects empowerment,
regionalization and decentralization.  All instruments of statutory delegation and designation of
authority were updated in light of these initiatives.  As well the RCMP moved to revoke the
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exemption granted to the RCMP under the Statutory Instruments Act and Regulations; the
purpose of the exemption was to exempt Commissioner’s Standing Orders from full compliance
with the regulatory process.  As a result, the RCMP internal regulatory process is more
transparent.

 

Statutory Annual Reports

9 Performance Report to Parliament, for the period ending March 31, 1997. Improved
Reporting to Parliament - Pilot Document. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada,
1998  (Available: on the RCMP internet home page; the Treasury Board Secretariat internet
home page; through Associated Bookstores and other booksellers; or by mail from: Canada
Communications Group - Publishing, Ottawa, Canada K1A 0S9).

9 1998/99 Estimates Part III: A Report on Plans and Priorities for 1998/1999 - 2000/2001.
Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1997.   (Available: on the RCMP internet
home page; on the Treasury Board Secretariat internet home page; through Associated
Bookstores and other booksellers; or by mail from: Canada Communications Group -
Publishing, Ottawa, Canada K1A 0S9).

Special Travel Policies

There are no special travel policies applicable to Governor in Council appointments of public
servants employed within the RCMP.  All regular and civilian members of the RCMP fall under
the provisions of other travel policy directives that are internal to the RCMP.
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Section VI: 

Other Information
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Contacts for Further Information and Web Sites 

Contact for Further Information on this Report:

Assistant Commissioner Dawson Hovey Telephone:  (613) 993-1712
Director, Corporate Management Facsimile:    (613) 993-4453
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
1200 Vanier Parkway - H405, HQ Building
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A  0R2

For publications referred to in this report, please contact:
Public Affairs and Information Directorate Telephone: (613) 993-1085

Facsimile:  (613) 993-5894

Suggested Internet (World Wide Web) Sites:

9 RCMP internet home page: 
http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca

9 RCMP Community Policing internet home page:
http://www.rcmp-ccaps.com

9 RCMP Learning internet home page:
http://www.rcmp-learning.org

9 Ministry of the Solicitor General of Canada internet home page:
http://www.sgc.gc.ca

9 Treasury Board Secretariat internet home page:
http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca
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Major Federal Statutes and Agreements Administered

The only federal statute solely administered by the RCMP is the RCMP Act and Regulations.

Major Federal Statutes Enforced by the RCMP:   There are no federal statutes for which the
RCMP has sole enforcement responsibility.  In the absence of the designation of specific powers
to enforce any federal statute, the RCMP Act and Regulations provides the authority for RCMP
members to enforce any Act of Parliament. The following are the major Federal Statutes enforced
by the RCMP (Note: RSC is  Revised Statutes of Canada; SC is  Statutes of Canada):

Aeronautics Act RSC., 1985. c.A-3, as amended
Animal Pedigree Act SC., c.A-11.2
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act RSC., 1985. c.B-3, as amended
Canada Elections Act RSC., 1985. c.E-2, as amended
Canada Grain Act RSC., 1985. c.G-10, as amended
Canada Pension Plan Act RSC., 1985. c.5, as amended
Canada Shipping Act (Collision Regulations) RSC., 1985. c.S-9, as amended
Canada Student Loans Act RSC., 1985. c.S-23, as amended
Canada Transportation Act RSC., 1985. c.T-17, as amended
Canada Wheat Board Act RSC., 1985. c.C-24, as amended
Canada Wildlife Act RSC., 1985, c.W-9
Canadian Environmental Protection Act RSC., 1985. c.C-15.3,as amended
Canadian Human Rights Act (Sec. 59) RSC., 1985. c.H-6 , as amended
Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act RSC., 1985. c.C-23, as amended
Citizenship Act RSC., 1985. c.C-29, as amended
Coastal Fisheries Protection Act RSC., 1985. c. C-33, as amended
Competition Act RSC., 1985. c. C-34, as amended
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act SC., 1996.       C-8
Copyright Act RSC., 1985. c.C-42, as amended
Criminal Code RSC., 1985. c.C-46, as amended
Criminal Records Act RSC., 1985. c.C-47, as amended
Cultural Property Export & Import Act RSC., 1985. c.C-51, as amended
Customs Act RSC., 1985. c.C-52.6, as amended
Excise Act RSC., 1985. c.E-14, as amended
Excise Tax Act RSC., 1985. c.E-15, as amended
Explosives Act RSC., 1985. c.E-17, as amended
Export & Import Permits Act RSC., 1985. c.E-19, as amended
Farm Improvement Loans Act RSC., 1985. c.F-3, as amended
Fisheries Act RSC., 1985. c.F-14, as amended
Foreign Enlistment Act RSC., 1985. c.F-28, as amended
Game Export Act RSC., 1985. c.G-1
Government Property Traffic Act RSC., 1985. c.G-6, as amended
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Health of Animals Act SC., 1990. c.H-3.3, as amended
Identification of Criminals Act RSC., 1985. c.I-1, as amended
Immigration Act RSC., 1985. c.I-2, as amended
Income Tax Act RSC., 1985. c.C-72, as amended
Migratory Birds Convention Act RSC., 1985. c.M-7, as amended
National Energy Board Act RSC., 1985. c.N-7, as amended
National Parks Act RSC., 1985. c.N-14, as amended
National Trademarks and True Labelling Act RSC., 1985. c.N-18, as amended
National Transportation Act RSC., 1985. c.N-20, as amended
Official Secrets Act RSC., 1985. c.O-5, as amended
Old Age Security Act RSC., 1985. c.O-9, as amended
Pension Act RSC., 1985. c.P-6, as amended
Quarantine Act RSC., 1985. c.Q-1, as amended
Radiocommunication Act RSC., 1985. c.R-2, as amended
Railways Act RSC., 1985. c.R-3, as amended
Security Offences Act RSC., 1985. c.S-7, as amended
Small Business Loan Act RSC., 1985. c.S-11, as amended
Tax Rebate Discounting Act RSC., 1985. c.T-3, as amended
Trade Marks Act RSC., 1985. c.T-13, as amended
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act RSC., 1985. c.T-19, as amended
Unemployment Insurance Act RSC., 1985. c.U-1, as amended
Weights and Measures Act RSC., 1985. c.W-6, as amended
Witness Program Protection Act SC., 1996. c. C -13
Young Offenders Act RSC., 1985. c.Y-1, as amended

Formal Agreements with Federal Government Departments, Agencies and Crown
Corporations:  The RCMP has signed over 1,100 Memoranda of  Understanding with Federal
government departments, agencies and Crown Corporations.  These reflect the nature and scope
of partnerships formed for the more effective and efficient delivery of services to Canadians.  The
list below includes some of the partners with whom the RCMP has signed formal agreements:

Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada Canadian Human Rights Commission
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency Canadian International Development Agency
Atomic Energy Control Board Canadian National
Auditor General of Canada Canadian Pacific Railway
Bank of Canada Canadian Radio-Television and
Canada Communications Group  Telecommunications Commission 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation Canadian Security Intelligence Service
Canada Ports Corporation Citizenship and Immigration Canada
Canada Post Corporation Civil Aviation Tribunal
Canadian Coast Guard Communications Security Establishment
Canadian Heritage (Parks Canada) Correctional Service Canada
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Elections Canada National Parole Board
Environment Canada National Research Council Canada
Federal Court of Canada National Search and Rescue Program
Finance Canada National Transportation Agency of Canada
Fisheries & Oceans Natural Resources Canada
Foreign Affairs and International Trade Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Health Canada  Institutions Canada
House of Commons Privy Council Office
Human Resources Development Canada Public Service Commission of Canada
Immigration and Refugee Board Public Works & Government Services Canada
Indian & Northern Affairs Canada Revenue Canada, Customs, Excise and Taxation
Industry Canada Solicitor General Canada
Justice Canada Statistics Canada
National Archives of Canada Supreme Court of Canada
National Capital Commission Tax Court of Canada
National Defence Transportation Safety Board of Canada
National Energy Board Transport Canada
National Film Board of Canada Treasury Board
National Gallery of Canada Veterans Affairs Canada
National Museum of Science and Technology

Formal Agreements with Provincial Governments:  The RCMP has also signed formal agreements
with the following Provincial Governments designating the RCMP as having the primary responsibility
to investigate under the Security Offences Act within the province.

Attorney General of Alberta Attorney General of Nova Scotia
Attorney General of British Columbia              Solicitor/Attorney General of Ontario
Attorney General of Manitoba              Attorney General of Prince Edward Island
Attorney General of Newfoundland Attorney General of Saskatchewan
Solicitor General of New Brunswick
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